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The rise and fall of approximants in the Tuparian languages* 

This paper addresses the evolution of the approximant series in the languages of the Tupar-
ian branch of the Tupian family, native to the region comprised between the middle course of 
the Guaporé/Iténez and the headwaters of the Machado/Ji-Paraná (southern Rondônia, Bra-
zil). It is shown that in addition to the approximant series of Proto-Tuparian (which, we ar-
gue, comprised *β, *j, *w), some daughter languages created innovative approximants from a 
variety of sources, such as non-low vowels (*o/*i), post-oralized nasals (*mb/*nd/*ŋg, by the 
way of *b/*d/*g), and hiatus-filling glides. The evolution of these sounds is discussed in great 
detail; in particular, we argue that at least some approximants have been historically forti-
tioned in all Tuparian languages. A special attention is given to the subgrouping of the Tu-
parian branch. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper examines the phonological development of the approximant series throughout the 
reconstructed history of the Tuparian languages (Tupian family), a group of indigenous lan-
guages spoken in what is now the Brazilian state of Rondônia. We will argue that Proto-
Tuparian inherited a series of approximants (*β, *j, *w) from its ancestor, Proto-Tupian, which 
were later subject to massive fortition processes in the history of all contemporary Tuparian 
languages. In addition, we hypothesize that some Tuparian languages innovated at some 
point by creating approximants from two types of Proto-Tuparian sources: non-low vowels 
(*o, *i) and postoralized nasals (*mb, *nd, and *ŋg). 

The Tupian language family is one of the most diversified and geographically disperse 
genetic units of South America. Its approximately 50 languages are spoken throughout a vast 
area which spans from the northern Amazon to the extreme south of Brazil and are classified 
into ten universally recognized low-level branches: Arikém, Tuparí, Mondé, Ramarama, Pu-
ruborá, Mundurukú, Juruna, Sateré-Mawé, Awetí, and Tupí-Guaraní (Rodrigues & Cabral 
2012). Recent studies have shown that Ramarama and Puruborá likely constitute a valid clade 
(Galucio & Gabas Jr. 2002), as do Sateré-Mawé, Awetí, and Tupí-Guaraní (Awetí and Tupí-
Guaraní are more closely related to each other than any of them to Sateré-Mawé; Corrêa-da-
Silva 2010, Meira & Drude 2015). From a geographic point of view, the genetic diversity within 
the family reaches its peak in what is now the Brazilian state of Rondônia, which has therefore 
been identified as the likely Urheimat of Proto-Tupian (Rodrigues 1958: 683). 

The Tuparian branch — also known in earlier literature as Kanoé (Rodrigues 1958: 682), 
Mekens (Hanke et al. 1958: 188), or Makuráp/Macuráp (Loukotka 1963: 45, 1968: 122) after differ-
ent members of the branch (both Kanoé and Mekens refer to the language now known as 
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Mekéns or Sakurabiat) — includes the following languages. Wayoró (Glottocode [wayo128], 
ISO 639-3 [wyr]) is spoken in the Terra Indígena Rio Guaporé by three elderly speakers at the 
time of writing (Nogueira 2019: 3). Nogueira (2019: 4) also reports lexical and phonological dif-
ferences between the varieties traditionally spoken by the Kupndiiriat and Ngwayoroiat 
groups. Tuparí (Glottocode [tupa1250], ISO 639-3 [tpr]) is spoken by 350 individuals in two 
reservations, Terra Indígena Rio Branco and Terra Indígena Rio Guaporé (Singerman 2018: 1). 
Mekéns (= Sakɨrabiat, Sakurabiat; Glottocode [saki1248], ISO 639-3 [skf]) is spoken by 14 indi-
viduals in the Terra Indígena Rio Mekéns (Galucio & Nogueira 2018: 96).1 It is subdivided into 
three dialects, including Sakurabiat/Guarategayat, Guaratira, and Siokweriat (= Kampé, now 
spoken by just one individual). Akuntsú (Glottocode [akun1241], ISO 639-3 [aqz]) is spoken by 
three individuals near the Omerê creek (Aragon & Tavares 2019). Makurap (Glottocode 
[maku1278], ISO 639-3 [mpu]) is spoken by ca. 50 individuals in the Terra Indígena Guaporé 
(Galucio & Nogueira 2018: 96). 

Until recently, the languages of the Tuparian branch had remained severely underdocu-
mented. Tibor Sekelj documented short wordlists of Tuparí and Makurap during his 1948 ex-
pedition to the Rio Branco (Sekelj 1948). Emil-Heinrich Snethlage traveled around the region 
in 1933–4 and made notes on all Tuparian languages except Akuntsú (Snethlage 2015). Wanda 
Hanke visited the Mekéns in 1949 and also made some notes on the language (Hanke et al. 
1958). Franz Caspar stayed with the Tuparí for several months in 1948 and 1955; based on his 
fieldnotes, a grammar sketch was prepared in 1958 (translated into Portuguese and published 
as Rodrigues & Caspar 2017).2 Fortunately, the situation has improved drastically over the last 
30 years due to a documentation boom in Amazonian linguistics. The following recent works 
have been prioritized as primary sources of lexical data used in this study. For Wayoró, we 
rely on the works by Nogueira (2011, 2015, 2019). For Tuparí, we give preference to Singer-
man’s (2018) dissertation and to Alves’s (2004) dictionary (especially when it comes to the po-
sition of the stress). As for Mekéns, Galucio’s (1994, 2001, 2002, 2011a,b, 2014; Galucio et al. 
2017; Alves & Galucio 2007) works have been consulted for the Sakurabiat and Guaratira dia-
lects, whereas for the Siokweriat dialect the short appendix in Aragon (2014) was used. This 
latter work has also been our primary source for Akuntsú, though earlier works by the same 
author (Aragon & Carvalho 2007, Aragon 2008) as well as Gabas Jr. (2005) were also consulted. 
Finally, for Makurap we rely on Braga (1992, 2005) as well as on unpublished recordings by 
Denny Moore (collected in 2003 with the help of the consultant Alcides Makurap). In addition, 
lexical material has been extracted from the comparative works on Tuparian (presented be-
low) whenever the relevant forms are not attested in our primary sources. For kinship terms in 
all Tuparian languages, we rely on Nogueira et al. (2019). 

To this moment, however, few works have been dedicated to the phonological reconstruc-
tion of Proto-Tuparian.3 Moore & Galucio (1994) offer a pioneering proposal of the segmental 
                                                   

1 Although the language has been increasingly referred to as Sakurabiat in recent literature, here we reserve 
the label Sakurabiat for the dialect spoken by the Sakurabiat and Guarategayat groups. In contrast, the label Mekéns 
is used in a broader sense throughout this paper and covers the varieties spoken by the Guaratira and the Siok-
weriat (in addition to the one spoken by the Sakurabiat and the Guarategayat). 

2 Other premodern sources on specific Tuparian languages include Anonymous (n/d, on Wayoró, apud Lou-
kotka 1963: 46–7), Becker-Donner (1955, on Mekéns, apud Loukotka 1963: 48), Xerez (1946, on Makurap), and Lévi-
Strauss (n/d, on the Kabišiana variety of Mekéns, apud Loukotka 1963: 48 and Lévi-Strauss 1950; see Nikulin sub-
mitted for the identification of Kabišiana as a Mekéns variety). We were unable to access any of these works. 

3 Aragon & Cabral (2005) and Gabas Jr. (2005) also discuss the genetic relations within the Tuparian family 
(with special attention to the position of Akuntsú), but no claim is made with respect to the phonological recon-
struction. Galucio & Nogueira (2018) reconstruct the evolution of the object focus construction in the Tuparian 
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phonology of Proto-Tuparian, which is based on a total of 124 cognate sets representing Way-
oró, Tuparí, Mekéns, and Makurap; the respective reconstructed forms are also provided. 
Galucio & Nogueira’s (2012) work by and large reinforces Moore & Galucio’s (1994) recon-
struction, differing from it mainly in that (i) the segment *nd(z) is removed from the recon-
structed inventory; (ii) the phonological status of *b as a contrastive segment, treated as uncer-
tain in Moore & Galucio (1994), is confirmed; (iii) the data of a fifth Tuparian language, 
Akuntsú, are taken into account. Furthermore, Galucio & Nogueira (2012) argue that the 
Proto-Tuparian segment *D (the ad hoc symbol used in Moore & Galucio 1994) should be in-
terpreted as a voiced denti-alveolar stop *d. Galucio & Nogueira (2012) also address the recon-
struction of aspects of Proto-Tuparian morphosyntax, including the person inflection and the 
morphosyntactic alignment, as well as derivational morphology. Due to the nature of the pub-
lication, the segment reconstructed by Galucio & Nogueira (2012) as *d is the only one to be 
supported with detailed discussion and examples. The cognate sets that were used to substan-
tiate the reconstruction of all other segments are not presented. That way, the only published 
work on the phonology of Proto-Tuparian in which the reconstructed phonemes are illustrated 
with actual linguistic data is Moore & Galucio (1994), which predates the documentation 
boom of the Tuparian languages by a large margin. 

An in-depth study of the historical phonology of the Tuparian group, besides being an in-
teresting subject by itself, is crucial for our understanding of the diachronic development of 
the entire Tupian family (cf. Galucio & Nogueira 2018: 95). Although there have been pioneer-
ing attempts at a phonological reconstruction of Proto-Tupian (Rodrigues 2002, 2005, 2007), 
most subgroups of Tupian have been represented in them by one single contemporary lan-
guage (Tuparí for the Tuparian group, Mundurukú for the Mundurukú group, Yudjá for the 
Juruna group) rather than by the respective intermediate proto-languages (with the notable 
exception of Proto-Tupí-Guaraní). In other words, the comparative method has never been 
consistently applied to the Tupian family in a bottom-up manner. The situation, however, is 
likely to change in the near future, thanks to several recent and ongoing detailed, methodol-
ogically sound diachronic studies of low-level branches of Tupian (most recently Meira & 
Drude 2015 for Proto-Mawé-Guaraní, Carvalho 2019 for Proto-Juruna, Picanço 2019 for Proto-
Mundurukú, Carvalho forthc. for Proto-Tupí-Guaraní). In this sense, this paper aims to con-
tribute to the emergent field of diachronic Tupian studies in general by reconstructing parts of 
the consonantal system of Proto-Tuparian in some detail. 

The International Phonetic Alphabet is used for representing data in this paper, with the 
following exceptions. The symbols r, β, ð, ɣ, and e stand for [ɾ, β̞, ð,̞ ɰ, ɛ], respectively. The 
coda consonants are considered to be underspecified for features other than place of articula-
tion in all Tuparian languages (cf. Singerman 2016 for Tuparí). Underspecified labial, dental/ 
alveolar, palatal, and velar consonants in coda are represented in small caps: P, T, C, K 
(cf. a similar analytical decision for another Tupian language, Awetí, in Drude 2009). The acute 
accent denotes stress in Tuparí and Akuntsú and high tone in Makurap.4 
                                                                                                                                                                         
languages. Nogueira et al. (2019) is an in-depth study of the Tuparian kinship terms, which also includes recon-
structed forms; the phonological reconstruction in this work does not differ substantially from that of Galucio & 
Nogueira (2012). 

4 The evidence for two level tones in Makurap (high and low) comes from our preliminary analysis of the 
Makurap recordings by Moore, wherein most words are conveniently accompanied by their whistled equivalents 
(cf. Moore & Galucio 1994: 122). The high tone occurs at most once in polysyllables, and its position interacts with 
morphology in ways that are currently poorly understood (e.g. pã́rĩõ [pɐH̃΄ɾ̃i ̯̃õL] ‘hawk’ → pãrĩṍ-cato [pɐL̃ɾ̃i ̯̃õHcaL΄tːoL] 
‘harpia’). We do not mark the low tone explicitly. Makurap tokens taken from printed sources which do not tran-
scribe the tonal distinctions (such as Braga 1992, 2005) are underlined. 
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present some evi-
dence for the subgrouping of the Tuparian group accepted in this paper. In section 3, we pre-
sent the comparative evidence which supports the reconstruction of the approximant series for 
Proto-Tuparian as well as for the proto-languages of shallower genetic units, such as Proto-
Core Tuparian and Proto-Corumbiara, and for an earlier stage of Wayoró. Specific sound 
changes required by our proposal are summarized in section 4. We conclude by a succinct dis-
cussion of our findings in section 5, followed by a list of abbreviations used in this paper. 

2. Internal classification of the Tuparian group 

In this section, we present evidence for a specific proposal regarding the subgrouping of the 
Tuparian group. Namely, we claim that (i) Wayoró and Tuparí form a subgroup to the exclu-
sion of other languages (“Wayoró–Tuparí”), (ii) Mekéns and Akuntsú likewise form a sub-
group to the exclusion of other languages (“Corumbiara”), and (iii) all the aforementioned 
languages form a clade (“Core Tuparian”) to the exclusion of Makurap. 
 

Makurap vs. Core Tuparian. The claim regarding the binary split of Proto-Tuparian into 
Makurap and Core Tuparian has found extensive support in a number of published works 
(cf. the lexicostatistical assessment in Galucio & Nogueira 2012, Galucio et al. 2015: 238), even 
though little space has been allocated so far to the identification of innovations shared by the 
Core Tuparian languages. The most characteristic of them are listed below. 

One such innovation appears to have affected the third person inflection pattern of the 
*/j/-initial stems. In Makurap, a significant number of stems inflect for the third person by re-
placing their initial consonant (c- in oral environments; ɲ- is nasal environments) with another 
consonant (t- both in oral and nasal environments), as in ceK ‘house.POSS’, ɲãC ‘tooth’ → t-eK 
‘his/her house’, t-ãC ‘his/her tooth’ (Braga 2005).5 A plausibly cognate pattern is found in 
Tupian languages outside the Tuparian group, such as Mundurukú (dək-ʔá, nə̃j → t-ək-ʔá, t-ə̃j; 
Picanço 2005), Kuruaya (l- → t-), Sateré-Mawé (s- → h-), and most Tupí-Guaraní languages 
(*t-/*-r- → *ts-). This allows us to project the pattern attested in Makurap onto the Proto-
Tuparian level (we reconstruct PTpr *j-/*ɲ- → *c-, where *ɲ is the nasal allophone of */j/). All 
other Tuparian languages lost the archaic prefix *c- and now use reflexes of PTpr *i- in this 
function. For example, the third person of PTpr *jaʔɨP ‘son, fraternal nephew (male ego)’ 
(> Makurap caɨP) is reconstructed as *c-aʔɨP (> Makurap t-aɨP). In Proto-Core Tuparian, the un-
possessed form yielded *ðaʔɨP (> Wayoró ndaʉP, Tuparí haʔʉṔ, Mekéns/Akuntsú taɨP); see 3.1 
for PTpr *j > Proto-Core Tuparian *ð. However, the third person form was not preserved as 
*c-aʔɨP but rather was substituted with *i-ðaʔɨP (> Tuparí i-aʔɨP, Mekéns i-taɨP, etc.). The allo-
morph *i- must have been extended through analogy from other consonant-initial stems. 

Another clear innovation that identifies Core Tuparian as a valid genetic unit is the nasal-
ization of the stops *p and *t in syllables with nasal nuclei, as shown in Table 1. 

In turn, Core Tuparian is subdivided, in a binary manner, into Mekéns–Akuntsú and 
Wayoró–Tuparí. The former claim seems to be universally accepted (Gabas Jr. 2005; Galucio & 
Nogueira 2012), as Mekéns and Akuntsú are remarkably close to each other and are reported 
to be mutually intellegible (Galucio et al. 2015: 237–8 even suggest that they are “co-dialects of 
the same language”). We propose the label Corumbiara for the clade which comprises Mekéns  
                                                   

5 Braga (1992, 2005) transcribes the palatal obstruent of Makurap as tʃ. In Moore’s field recordings of Ma-
kurap, we found its pronunciation closer to [c] or [cç]. Throughout this paper, it will be represented as c. 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

*pãT- 
*pãT-ʔa- 

to be tied 
to tie 

— — — 
— 

mãra- 
pãT- 
pã́rã- 

*pĩːT humming-
bird 

mĩT 
mĩːT ‘penis’ 

mĩːT — mĩːT pĩːT 

*ãrãpĩrã woman ãrãmĩrã ãrã́mĩrã ãrãmĩrã ãrãmĩŕã ãrãpĩjã6 

*-pĩã7 knee {kʉ}̃mĩã mĩã́{K-ʔã} {nẽkiwa}mĩɲa 
‘elbow’8 {a}mĩńã {ka}pĩã́ 

*pãrĩ(õ) harpia — poTʔa-mãrĩ ́ — — pã́rĩ{õ} 

*tĩ9 ashamed nĩ- nĩ- — — — 

*atɨP̃ head — anʉ̃́P ‘brain’ anɨ̃P anã́P átɨ̃P ‘hair’ 

*tĩK-10 to weave nĩK- nĩK- nĩ-a nĩ-a tĩK- 

*tĩK11 spotted nĩK~nĩK nĩK — nĩK ‘striped’ — 

*tĩ(ː)K timbó vine nĩːK nĩ(ː)K — — tĩK 

*atĩK12 worm anĩK anĩḰ ‘leishma-
niasis ulcer’ Sio anĩK anĩP atĩK 

Table 1. Nasalization of *p, *t in the Core Tuparian languages in nasal environments 

 
and Akuntsú. As for Wayoró and Tuparí, the special proximity between these two languages 
has been suggested in Galucio et al. (2015) based on an application of two distance-based algo-
rithms to the 100-word Swadesh lists of the Tupian languages (83.7% confidence rate), but this 
result was not replicated for other datasets considered in the cited work. In what follows, we 
identify several shared innovations which support the validity of both branches (Corumbiara 
and Wayoró–Tuparí). 

 
Corumbiara. The Corumbiara languages (Mekéns and Akuntsú) share multiple lexical in-

novations which are unique to these two languages. The following are some examples thereof: 
PTpr *ŋge ‘garden’ is replaced with Mekéns/Akuntsú tabɨT ‘garden’; PTpr *ŋgĩtaK ~ *ŋgitaK 
‘night’ is replaced with *matso (Mekéns mãtso{pi}, Akuntsú mãtʃo); PTpr *mãɲĩ ‘manioc’ is re-
placed with *taPjVT (Mekéns taPtsɨT, Akuntsú taPtoT); PTpr *ekɨP ‘arrow’ is replaced with *mãpi 
                                                   

6 The correspondence between Core Tuparian *r and Makurap j is not known to be regular. 
7 Hereinafter, the curled brackets denote material which is deemed not to be cognate despite not being de-

monstrably segmentable in the contemporary languages. 
8 The form is tentatively phonologized based on Snethlage’s (2015: 518) attestation of ‹kina kiwamínja› ‘Ell-

bogen’ (likely the first person inclusive ki-{nẽkiwa}mĩɲa). 
9 This root appears to have been lost in Makurap, unless mẽtiã ‘ashamed’ (Braga 2005: 191) is somehow re-

lated. A voiceless dental stop is reconstructed in light of the external cognates (Proto-Mawé-Guaraní *tĩ ‘ashamed’, 
Meira & Drude 2015: 292). 

10 In Mekéns and Akuntsú, the only attested forms of these verbs contain the theme vowel -a, which triggers 
the deletion of the stem-final -K. The underlying stem is expected to have the shape nĩK- in both Corumbiara lan-
guages, but the forms that could prove it have not been attested in the published works. 

11 No cognate is attested in Makurap. A voiceless dental stop is reconstructed in light of the external cognates, 
such as Sateré-Mawé tĩK ‘spotted’ (Ribeiro 2010: 87). 

12 The Mekéns reflex is attested as atĩK in Galucio et al. (2015: 266) but not in other sources on the language 
that we consulted. If the existence of this form is confirmed, it could be explained as a borrowing from Makurap 
atĩK or from Karo atĩŋ, attested ibidem (the Makurap reflex is given there as atĩ, which must be a mistranscription, 
cf. Braga 2005: 184 and Moore’s field data). Note that Akuntsú -P does not regularly continue PTpr *-K. 
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‘arrow’ (likely from Kwaza mãɓi or Kanoê mapi; cf. Voort 2005: 386). Some further examples of 
lexical isoglosses specific to the Corumbiara languages are *tsaro ‘yellow’, *pɨ(ː)K ‘black’, and 
*kɨCpiT ‘fish’, though we have been unable to provide an unequivocal Proto-Tuparian recon-
struction for these specific concepts. In addition, the Corumbiara languages share multiple 
phonological innovations, some of which are exclusive to this subgroup (e.g. PTpr *t/*nd > *ts > 
Mekéns ts, Akuntsú tʃ; PTpr *j/*c > *t > Mekéns t, Akuntsú t; PTpr *i(ʔ)V > *ijV > Sakurabiat itsV, 
Guaratira/Siokweriat iV, Akuntsú itV). Most phonological innovations that characterize the 
languages of the Corumbiara branch will be discussed in more detail in section 3. 

 
Wayoró–Tuparí. Wayoró and Tuparí are not as tightly related to each other as Mekéns 

and Akuntsú, but nevertheless clear innovations shared exclusively by these two languages 
can be identified. For example, PTpr *mbo-ape ‘fingernail’ and *ojaT ‘fire’, whose reflexes are 
found in Makurap, Mekéns, and Akuntsú, are replaced with Proto-Wayoró–Tuparí *kĩrĩɲã 
‘fingernail’ and *akoP-k-aP ‘fire’, respectively (the latter is evidently an *-aP nominalization 
from a verbal derivative of *akoP ‘hot’). Wayoró and Tuparí are also unique in that they have 
high central rounded vowels /ʉ ʉ/̃ (Alves 2004: 41; Singerman 2016: 456; Nogueira 2019: 10), 
which correspond to /ɨ ɨ̃/ in Mekéns, Akuntsú, Makurap, and many Tupian languages outside 
the Tuparian branch. In both languages, /ʉ i/ pattern together in that they make up the envi-
ronment for at least one phonological process (the diachronic assibilation *t > s _/ʉ,i/ in Tuparí; 
the morphophonological dissimilation /e/ → a _/ʉ,i/ in Wayoró, cf. Nogueira 2015). 

3. Proposal 

In this section, we present the evidence which supports the reconstruction of the approximant 
series in Proto-Tuparian (3.1). We will also show how innovative approximants arose from 
various sources through multiple independent innovations in individual Tuparian languages 
(from non-syllabic vowels, 3.2), in early Wayoró (from postoralized nasals, 3.3), and in Proto-
Corumbiara (3.4, as hiatus-filling glides). Note that in the contemporary Tuparian languages 
most of the segments under discussion have changed to some other sounds (either through 
fortition or through lenition). For example, PTpr *ejɨ ‘marico bag’ and *wawo ‘sweet potato’ are 
reflected as Wayoró endʉ, ŋgʷago; Tuparí éʉ, wáo; Mekéns etɨ, kʷa(ː)ko; Akuntsú etɨ́, kʷakó; Ma-
kurap écɨ, βaβó. For now, these examples should suffice to give the reader a flavor of the trends 
in the evolution of the approximants in the individual histories of the Tuparian languages. 
A detailed discussion thereof is deferred to section 4. 

Note that in this paper we do not discuss the consonants that arose from combinations of 
an underspecified consonant in the coda position followed by an onsetless or a ʔ-initial sylla-
ble. In these environments, codas are commonly resyllabified as onsets in the contemporary 
Tuparian languages, which is usually accompanied by lenition (Braga 1992: 63–4 for Makurap; 
Galucio 1994: 991–2, 2001: 23 for Mekéns; Singerman 2018: 372–3, 378–80 for Tuparí, among 
others). An investigation of the approximants that may have developed in some languages 
through resyllabification of codas lies beyond the scope of this paper. 

In Table 2, we summarize our proposal regarding the development of the Proto-Tuparian 
onsets in oral environments. Note that *[mb], *[nd], and *[ŋg] are held here to be allophones of 
underlying */m n ŋ/ in oral environments (see 3.3). 

In Table 3, we summarize our proposal regarding the development of the Proto-Tuparian 
onsets in nasal environments. Note that *[ɲ] is held here to be the nasal allophone of an under-
lying */j/. 
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PTpr Mak PCT pre-PCor Mek/Aku PWT Tup pre-Way Way 

*p p *p *p *p p 

*[mb] [mb] *b 
*p p 

*β p *β *b b 
*b/*β 

p 
s-/-Ps-A *β [mb]-/-β- 

*t t *t *t *t t 

*[nd] [nd] *d 
*t Mek ts, 

Aku tʃ *d 
t, sB 

*j c *ð *d *ð h-/-∅- 
*ð [nd] 

*c t *c *c 
t 

*c ∅ *tʃ tʃ 

*k k *k *k *k k 

*[ŋg] [ŋg] *g 
*k k 

*g 
k 

*ɣ [ŋg] 

*w β *w, *ɣC *gʷ, *gC kʷ, kC *w, *ɣC w, ∅C *w, *ɣC 
[ŋgʷ], [ŋg]C 

Kup β 

*r r *r *r r *r r *r r 

*ʔ ʔ ~ ∅ *ʔ *ʔ ~ *∅ ʔ ~ ∅ *ʔ ʔ *ʔ ~ *∅ ʔ ~ ∅ 
A = before i; B = before i or ʉ; C = before a rounded vowel 

Table 2. Proto-Tuparian onsets and their reflexes in oral environments 

 
 
 
PTpr Mak PCT pre-PCor Mek/Aku PWT Tup pre-Way Way 

*p p 

*m m 
*m *m m *m m *m m 

*t t 

*n n 
*n *n n *n n *n n 

*[ɲ] ɲ *ɲ ɲ ɲ *ɲ ɲ, ∅A *ɲ ɲ 

*c t ?13 ? ? ? ? ? ? 

*k k *k *k *k k 

*ŋg ŋg *g 
*k k 

*g 
k 

*ɣ ŋ 

*w m *w, *ɣB *gʷ, *gB kʷ (Sak ŋʷ), 
k (Sak ŋ)B *w, *ɣB w, ∅B *w, *ɣB ŋʷ, ŋB 

*r r *r *r, *nC r, nC *r r *r r 

*ʔ ʔ ~ ∅ *ʔ *ʔ ~ *∅ ʔ ~ ∅ *ʔ ʔ *ʔ ~ *∅ ʔ ~ ∅ 
A = before ĩ; B = before a rounded vowel; C = between front vowels 

Table 3. Proto-Tuparian onsets and their reflexes in nasal environments 

 

                                                   
13 Although PTpr *c certainly occurred in nasal environments (as in *mĩcõ ‘curassow’, *c-ãC ‘his/her tooth’, 

*c-ẽrĩ ‘his/her hammock’ > Mak mĩtṍ, t-ãC, t-ẽ́rĩ), we have not identified reflexes of any of these word forms in any 
Core Tuparian language. 
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A note on the reconstruction of PTpr *t 

Although a detailed discussion of the reconstruction of Proto-Tuparian voiceless segments is 
beyond the scope of this paper, we deem it appropriate to briefly comment on our interpreta-
tion of the sound correspondence between Wayoró t, Tuparí t (s _/i,ʉ/), Mekéns ts, Akuntsú tʃ, 
and Makurap t. Galucio & Nogueira (2012) claim that the correspondence set in question 
“clearly reconstructs as the affricate *ts, which becomes [+palatal] in Akuntsú, and loses the 
feature [+sibilant] in Wayoro, Makurap and Tupari, except before [i] in Tupari”.14 We believe 
that the reconstruction should be amended to *t for four reasons. 

(i) First of all, reconstructing *ts would imply an innovation (*ts > t) shared by Makurap, 
Tuparí, and Wayoró, though Makurap is not known to be closely related to Tuparí and Way-
oró. No such problem arises if *t is reconstructed; in this case, we would only need to assume 
that PTpr *t yielded an affricate in the Corumbiara languages. 

(ii) Note that what we reconstruct as *[nd] (the oral allophone of PTpr */n/) also yielded an 
affricate in Mekéns/Akuntsú and t (s before non-back high vowels) in Tuparí. In our current pro-
posal, this is straightforwardly accounted for: all PTpr postoralized nasals (*mb, *nd, *ŋg) became 
voiced stops in Proto-Core Tuparian (*b, *d, *g), which subsequently merged with PTpr voice-
less stops (*p, *t, *k) in the Corumbiara languages (yielding *p, *ts, *k) and in Tuparí (p/(P)s, t/s, 
k). No elegant explanation of the sort is available if one accepts the reconstruction of PTpr *ts. 

(iii) There is no competing identity correspondence that could potentially involve PTpr *t 
in onsets, except for two isolated etymologies: ‘chicha’ (Wayoró tʉero, Mekéns tɨero, Akuntsú 
tɨeró) and ‘daughter’ (Tuparí haK, Wayoró, Mekéns, Akuntsú, Makurap taK). The former item is 
a Wanderwort (compare Arikapú tʃuerə, Kanoê tsero; Voort 2005: 381, fn. 28, 2007: 138, fn. 4) 
and is thus likely to have diffused into at least some of the Tuparian languages through hori-
zontal transmission. As for the word for ‘daughter’, the correspondence is unique and thus 
cannot back up alone the reconstruction of PTpr *t. In fact, it is possible to reconstruct *caK (no 
other examples for *c- in the word-initial position are known, so the reflexes h- in Tuparí and t- 
in Wayoró could be regular). 

(iv) Finally, the external correspondences of what we reconstruct as PTpr *t are dental/al-
veolar stops throughout the Tupian family (Karitiana, Karo, Proto-Mawé-Guaraní (*)t, Purub-
orá d, as well as t alternating with n in the Mondé languages), even though admittedly affri-
cate reflexes are also attested in non-palatalizing environments in languages such as Yudjá 
(tʃ-), Mundurukú (tʃ-/-dʒ-), Kuruaya (tʃ-) and Proto-Tupí-Guaraní (*ts ~ *tʃ). At least Proto-Tupí-
Guaraní demonstrably innovated its affricate from Proto-Mawé-Guaraní *t, as shown not only 
by external comparanda (Meira & Drude 2015) but also by the fact that the Proto-Tupí-
Guaraní affricate *ts changes to *nd in the environment *Ṽ_ (cf. *tso ‘to go’ and its causative 
*mõ-ndo ‘to send’). Together, all these facts point to Proto-Tupian *t as the probable ancestor of 
what we reconstruct as PTpr *t, making our reconstruction more credible. For examples and a 
detailed discussion of the reflexes of Proto-Tupian *t, see Nikulin and Carvalho (2019: 276–8). 

 
3.1.  Proto-Tuparian approximants 

In this section, we justify the reconstruction of three approximant phonemes for Proto-
Tuparian: */β/, */j/, and */w/. All of these appear to have been straightforwardly retained from 
Proto-Tupian *β, *j, and *w. Preceding nasal nuclei, */j/ was realized as a nasal stop *[ɲ], which 
                                                   

14 In fact, the sibilant reflex in Tuparí is conditioned not only by _i, but also by _ʉ (as in sʉT ‘peach palm’, sʉT- 
‘to cook’ < PTpr *tɨT, *tɨT-). 
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is retained in all contemporary languages (unlike the oral allophone [j], which underwent ma-
jor changes in all daughter languages; see below). In our reconstructions, we represent the al-
lophones of */j/ as *j and *ɲ, respectively, in order to highlight the fact that their default re-
flexes in all daughter languages are so different from each other that they are no longer syn-
chronically analyzed as allophones of the same phoneme. As for the labiovelar approximant 
*/w/, it is likely that it was phonetically nasalized in nasal environments (i.e., [w̃]); this is, 
however, not represented in our reconstructions, because in most contemporary languages the 
reflexes of *[w] and *[w̃] are reasonably similar to each other. The bilabial approximant */β/ is 
not attested in nasal environments, which may be a spurious gap, given that */β/ is an ex-
tremely rare segment in our corpus. 

All Proto-Tuparian approximants, with the exception of the nasal allophone of */j/, were 
frequent targets of multiple fortition (and, to a lesser degree, lenition) processes, which oper-
ated in the history of each contemporary language to differing extents. These will be systema-
tized in section 4. Nevertheless, the directionality of each sound change can be quite securely 
identified thanks to converging internal and external evidence, so that in each case one can be 
sure that the segments in question were indeed articulated as approximants in Proto-
Tuparian. In subsections 3.2–4, we will discuss a number of correspondence sets for which the 
contrary holds: segments other than approximants (such as nasal stops or high vowels) are re-
constructed for Proto-Tuparian, and it is shown that they gave rise to innovative approxi-
mants in specific languages or subgroups of Tuparian. 

PTpr *β. In Table 4, we show both secure etymologies which instantiate PTpr *β. The origi-
nal articulation is preserved in Wayoró only. In Tuparí and Makurap, PTpr *β merged with 
PTpr *p, yielding Tup p (-Ps- before i) and Mak p. In the Corumbiara languages, PTpr *β is re-
flected as b. Despite the extreme scarcity of the relevant cognate sets, the reconstruction of 
PTpr *β gains some credibility in light of the fact that it corresponds to Proto-Tupí-Guaraní *β, 
as in PTG *toβa ‘face’ and *ɨβɨtu ‘wind’ (~ PTpr *jeβa, *ɨβijo; cf. Mello 2000: 183, 207). Note that 
PTG *β is also a low-frequency segment (at least morpheme-internally): in Meira & Drude’s 
(2015) corpus of Mawé-Guaraní etymologies, it appears only in PTG *uruβu ‘vulture’ (~ PTpr 
*oroPʔo), *jaβoti ‘tortoise’ (no cognate in Tuparian), in the aforementioned *toβa ‘face’ and *ɨβɨtu 
‘wind’, as well as in *aβati ‘maize’, borrowed from a Cariban or other North Amazonian source 
(Rodrigues 1985: 389).15 

 
PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

oral 

*jeβa 
 

*jeβa-jopaP 
*jeβa-pi 

forehead 
CT only: 

eye (*jopaP ‘grain’) 
face (*pi ‘inner’) 

— 
 

eβa-paP 
— 

épa ‘eye’ 
 

— 
épa-Psi 

— 
 

eba-opaP 
Sio eba-pi 

eba-pé 
 

eba-páP 
eba-pí 

cépa 
 

— 
— 

*ɨβijo wind — ʉPsió — — — 

Table 4. Proto-Tuparian */β/ (oral *β, unattested in nasal environments) 
 
In our current proposal, PTpr *β is reflected as p in Makurap, thus paralleling the fortition 

and devoicing of PTpr *j to Makurap c (see below). We have also considered an alternative 
                                                   

15 In addition, Meira & Drude (2015: 295) give PTG *taβa ‘village’, but a more correct reconstruction would be 
*taP (cf. Mello 2000: 195), of which *taβ-a is an inflected form (the so called argumentative case). Its Tuparian cognate 
is *ja(:)P ‘village’. Meira & Drude (2015: 294) also note that PTG *ɨβõ ‘to shoot’ has a cognate in Awetí and recon-
struct Proto-Awetí-Guaraní *(ʔ)ɨβõ, but no cognate is known in Sateré-Mawé. 
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scenario, whereby PTpr *β would have been regularly preserved in Makurap as β. This possi-
bility is prompted by Nogueira et al.’s (2019: 39, 41) reconstruction of two kinship terms: PTpr 
*aβi ‘father (vocative)’ (> Way aβi, Tup aPsí, Mek abi(-toP), Mak áβa) and *aβatso ‘grandfather’ 
(> Way eβato, Mek abatso, Aku abatʃó, Mak aβáto). Regarding the former term, note that Ma-
kurap a is not a regular reflex of PTpr *i, which entails that Proto-Core Tuparian *aβi is likely 
not to be cognate with Mak áβa. As for the term for ‘grandfather’, there is evidence that the re-
construction should be amended to *joP-ato (literally ‘father-big’), with an irregular develop-
ment of the root vowel *o in all languages except in the Tuparí compound mẽPsir-ob-ató ‘father-
in-law (female ego), lit. son’s grandfather’ (cf. haʔʉP-b-ató ‘father-in-law (male ego)’, in which 
the same vowel was irregularly lost). That way, the bilabial approximant found in Way eβato 
or Mak aβáto arose through resyllabification of a coda *P. As noted above, we are not con-
cerned with such resyllabified approximants in this paper for lack of space. 

PTpr */j/. The reader has already seen that we take PTpr *j and *ɲ to be surface realiza-
tions of PTpr */j/ in oral and nasal environments, respectively. While *ɲ retained its articula-
tion in all daughter languages, *j shows more divergent reflexes. We assume that it preserved 
its palatal articulation in Makurap but became a voiceless affricate in this language (thus, 
PTpr *j > Mak c). In Proto-Core Tuparian, conversely, it appears to have preserved its manner 
of articulation but changed its place of articulation from palatal to dental (that is, PTpr *j > 
PCT *ð).16 In Wayoró, PCT *ð became an underlying nasal stop /n/ (which surfaces as [nd] in 
oral environments), which parallels precisely other developments reconstructed for this lan-
guage: PCT *w > Way /ŋ(ʷ)/ (see below in this subsection), PCT *o- > pre-Way *β- > Way /m-/ 
(see 3.2), and PCT *i- > pre-Way *j- > Way /ɲ-/ (see 3.2). In Tuparí, one finds the reflex h- word-
initially and -∅- word-internally. In the Corumbiara languages, PCT *ð became a homorganic 
stop t, as all other approximants (*β > b; *w > k(ʷ); *j > Mek ts/Aku t; see this subsection and 3.4). 

The correspondence Way nd ~ Tup h/∅ ~ Mek/Aku t ~ Mak c has not been previously 
claimed to continue the same underlying segment of Proto-Tuparian as the correspondence 
Way/Tup/Mek/Aku/Mak ɲ. Important evidence for lumping them together comes not only 
from the fact that they occur in a complementary distribution (in oral vs. nasal environments, 
respectively), but also from the fact that their reflexes in Makurap show identical behavior 
when they occur as the initial segments of relational stems. Namely, both Mak c- and ɲ- may 
derive relational stems from absolute ones (e.g. eK ‘house’, ẽŕĩ ‘hammock’ → c-eK ‘house.POSS’, 
ɲ-ẽ́rĩ ‘hammock.POSS’; Braga 2005: 48sqq.). In addition, whenever these segments occur in the 
beginning of a relational stem (either derived from an absolute stem or underived), they are 
replaced with the 3rd person prefix t-. External evidence unequivocally shows that the corre-
spondences Way nd ~ Tup h/∅ ~ Mek/Aku t ~ Mak c, on the one hand, and Way/Tup/Mek/ 
Aku/Mak ɲ, on the other hand, go back to a single consonant of Proto-Tupian. For example, in 
Karo, both correspond to j (e.g. Proto-Tuparian *jajo ‘armadillo’, *jaote ‘peccary’, *ja(:)ko ‘liz-
ard’, *jao ‘stingray’, *ɲãC ‘tooth’, *wãkɨɲ̃ã ‘agouti’, *ɲõkãT ‘toucan’ ~ Karo jajo, jate, jaʔo, jaw, jãj, 
wakãja, jokãn; data from Gabas Jr. 1999). In Proto-Mundurukú, the regular correspondence is *ð 
(e.g. Proto-Tuparian *jajo ‘armadillo’, *jaote ‘peccary’, *ja(:)ko ‘lizard’, *jakeK ‘army ant’, *ɲãC 
                                                   

16 Note that unconditional dentalization of *j to ð is known from the phonological histories of many Amazo-
nian languages, such as Shiwilu (Kawapanan; Valenzuela Bismarck 2011: 279–80) and Guarasugwe (Tupí-Guaraní 
< Tupian; Ramirez et al. 2017: 432). In Kubeo (Tukanoan), the reflex of Proto-Tukanoan *j is realized as [ð] between 
non-high vowels (Chacon 2014: 65sqq). Several Cariban languages, such as Venezuelan Kari’ña, Pemón, and Ma-
kuxí, reflect Proto-Cariban *j as [ð] at least in some environments. We know of no Amazonian language in which 
an opposite development (i.e., *ð > j) would be claimed to have taken place in a non-palatalizing environment (an 
anonymous reviewer rightly remarks that outside the Americas, such a development is attested between vowels in 
many Turkic languages). This yields additional support for our hypothesis regarding PTpr *j > PCT *ð. 
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‘tooth’, *ɲõK ‘chigoe flea’, *ɲẽT ‘faeces’ ~ Proto-Mundurukú *ða̰jðo(ʔ), *ða̰ɟe(ʔ), *ðáʔo, *ðaʔɨk, *ðãj, 
*ðõŋ, *ðãn; Picanço 2019). In Proto-Tupí-Guaraní, the default correspondence in the word-
initial position is *t- (e.g. PTpr *jajo ‘armadillo’, *jakeK ‘army ant’, *ɲãC ‘tooth’, *ɲõK ‘chigoe 
flea’, *ɲõkãT ‘toucan’ ~ PTG *tatu, *taʔoK, *tãC, *tũK, *tũkãT; cf. Mello 2000). 

In Table 5, we list all known Proto-Tuparian tokens which instantiate PTpr *j and do not 
show significant irregularities in the development of this consonant in the daughter lan-
guages. 

 
 

PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

oral (> Proto-Core Tuparian *ð) 

*japo: ~ 
*jambo: shimbillo (CT only) — hapó tapo: — — 

*jajo17 armadillo ndato18 — tato tató — 

*ja(:)ko lizard — hakó ta:ko — cáko 

*jakeK19 army ant ? akeK hakék{e} takeK — — 

*jaɨ20 howler monkey ndaʉ haʉ ́ ta:ʔɨ taɨ-kóP — 

*jao21 stingray — — — — cáo 

*jaote peccary — haote-ʔirí taotse taotʃé cáóte 

*jaP hair, feather ndaP haP taP a-táP caP 

*ja:P village — haːP taːP — caP 

*wejaP anteater (CT only) ŋʷẽndaP — kʷetaP witáP — 

*jaT snake ndaT haT — — caT 

*jaTʔa bullet ant (WT only) ndara háTʔa — — — 

*ojaT fire — — otat otáT ócaT 

*jaC itchiness 
(WT only) ndaC 

pe-áC 
háC-ka ‘to scratch’ 

— — — 

Table 5. Proto-Tuparian */j/ (oral *j, nasal *ɲ) (to be continued) 

                                                   
17 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *ðaðo can be securely traced back to PTpr *jajo because 

precise external cognates are found all across Tupian (Karo and Puruborá jajo, Karitiana sosɨ, Proto-Mundurukú 
*ða̰jðo(ʔ), Sateré-Mawé sahu, PTG *tatu; cf. Galucio et al. 2015: 262). Moore & Galucio (1994: 132) give Makurap tayto 
(in our transcription, taCto), but we could not confirm the existence of this form in our main sources on Makurap; 
moreover, it does not correspond regularly to the remaning forms. Mekéns tato is attested by Moore & Galucio 
(1994: 132) and Snethlage (2015: 520, ‹tatú› ‘Tatú (Gürteltier)’). 

18 The expected reflex of the intervocalic PTpr *j would be *nd, not t. It is likely that that some sort of a dis-
similation of the kind *NDVND… > NDVD… applied in this word, as in *ŋgʷaŋgo > ŋgʷago ‘sweet potato’ (with an 
additional devoicing: *nd > *d > t; note that [d] is not part of the phonetic inventory of Wayoró). 

19 The expected reflexes in Wayoró and Tuparí would be Way *ndakeK, Tup *hakeK. We surmise that Way akeK 
was borrowed from an early form of Tuparí (or a variety close to it), whereas in Tuparí some sort of expressive re-
duplication could have applied. The Mekéns reflex is regular but is attested only in Hanke et al. (1958: 212) as 
‹takêk›, where its regular relation to Mundurukú daʔək (< *ðaʔɨk) and Tupinambá taʔoK is noted. 

20 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *ðaɨ can be securely traced back to PTpr *jaɨ because a 
precise external cognate is found in Karo (jaɨ ‘howler monkey’, Galucio et al. 2015: 267). The Wayoró reflex is also 
attested as ndeʉ (Nogueira 2015: 617). Akuntsú -koP stands for ‘red’. 

21 Although no cognate in Core Tuparian is known, Mak cáo can be securely traced back to PTpr *jao because 
a precise external cognate is found in Karo (jaw ‘stringray’, Gabas Jr. 1999: 13). Galucio et al. (2015: 272) also cite 
possible cognates in Puruborá, Yudjá, and Xipáya. 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

*jaʔɨP son, fraternal 
nephew (male ego) ndaʉP haʔʉ́P taɨP taɨP caɨP (also 

‘sperm’) 

*joP father ndoP ho(ː)P toP toP coP 

*jo(ː)P22 
*jo-aP 

to lie 
hammock (CT) 

ndoP- 
ndo-aP 

— 
o-áP ~ w-áP 

toːP- 
to-aP 

to-a 
to-aP 

— 
— 

*joʔoP that (sitting) — hoʔoP — — coːP 

*jɨrɨ two (CT only) ndʉrʉ-T hʉrʉ ́‘pair’ tɨrɨ tɨŕɨ — 

*j-eP leaf.POSS23 ndeP heP teP t-eP ceP 

*jeT name ndeT heT teT teT ceT 

*jeTʔoP24 rubber — heróP — tedó coroP 

*j-eK house.POSS nd-eK h-eK t-eK t-eK c-eK 

*jiːT 
 

*jiːT-ʔa 

flower 
 

flower (CT only) 

kʉP-ndiːT 
‘forest’ 
ndiːr-a 

? híːT ‘side dish’ 
 

híT-ʔa 

— 
 

tir-a25 

— 
 

tir-á 

kɨP-cír-eT 
 

— 

*ejɨ marico bag endʉ éʉ etɨ etɨ́ écɨ 

nasal (> Proto-Core Tuparian *ɲ) 

*ɲã mother (voc.) ɲã ɲã ã-tsi26 — ɲã 

*wãkɨ̃ɲã agouti ŋʷãkɨ̃ɲã — 
Sak mãkɨɲ̃ã

Gua, Sio 
pakɨɲ̃ã 

pakã́ɲã mãkɨ̃ɲ́ã 

*tãɲã earring (CT only) tãɲã — — tʃãɲã́ — 

*kĩrĩɲã nail (WT only) kĩrĩɲã kirĩ́ɲã — — — 

*ɲãC tooth ɲãC ɲãC ɲãC ɲãC ɲãC 

*ɲõkãT toucan — ɲõkã́T — — ɲṍkãT 

*ɲõtaP flea — ɲõtáP — — ɲṍtãP 

Table 5. Proto-Tuparian */j/ (oral *j, nasal *ɲ) (to be continued) 

                                                   
22 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *ðo(ː)P can be securely traced back to PTpr *jo(ː)P (as op-

posed to **ndo(ː)P) because a precise external cognate is found in Karo (jop- ‘to live’, Gabas Jr. 1999: 127). The noun 
*jo-aP ‘hammock’ is a nominalization of this verb (‘lying place’). 

23 In most Tuparian languages, the only known term for ‘leaf’ is synchronically an underived relational 
noun., with no absolute equivalent attested. However, in Akuntsú one finds both an absolute (eP) and a relational 
(t-eP) form (Aragon 2014: 130), which is symbolized here by a hyphen. 

24 The absence of a coda consonant in Akuntsú is irregular, as is the vowel o in the initial syllable in Ma-
kurap. 

25 The form is tentatively phonologized based on Snethlage’s (2015: 520) attestation of ‹itíra› ‘Blüte’ (likely the 
third person i-tira). Hanke et al. (1958: 212) attests ‹ôtira› ‘eyebrow’ (o- is the 1SG prefix), which is likely a semantic 
offshoot of the same word. The semantic development from ‘flower’ to ‘eyebrow’ has also been reconstructed for 
the Macro-Jê language Maxakalí, where the compound kyC-dyT ‘eyebrow’ means literally ‘forehead flower’ (mĩ-dyT 
‘flower’, literally ‘tree flower’); see Nikulin and Silva (2020: 56). 

26 The Mekéns vocative term for ‘mother’ is identified by Nogueira et al. (2019: 41) as a fossilized compound 
of the original vocative term for ‘mother’ (PTpr *ɲã in our reconstruction) and the original referential term for 
‘mother’ (PTpr *ti in our reconstruction, still found in Mekéns as tsi), paralleling Mekéns abi-toP ‘father (voc.)’ = abi 
‘father (voc.)’ + toP ‘father (ref.)’. Deriving the Mekéns form from PTpr *ɲã-ti is unproblematic, because the loss of 
stem-initial PTpr */j/ is a recurrent phenomenon regular in polysyllabic relational stems, see below. 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

*ɲõʔõP27 powder ɲõːP ɲõʔṍP — e-ɲõP ‘farofa 
flour’ — 

*ɲõK chigoe flea ɲõK ɲõK ‘pimple’ — — ɲõK 

*ɲẽT 
*ɲẽ(ː)T 

faeces, guts 
ashes 

ɲẽT 
{kʉ}ɲẽ(ː)T 

ɲẽT 
{kʉ}ɲẽ́(ː)T 

ɲẽT 
ɲẽːT 

ɲẽT 
otaT-ɲẽ́T 

ɲẽT 
{kɨ̃́}ɲẽːT 

*ɲẽTʔã meat ɲẽrã ɲẽ́Tʔã ɲẽrã — ɲĩŕã28 

*mãɲĩ manioc mãɲĩ mãC29 — — mã́ɲĩ 

*ɲĩːK30 smoke ɲĩːK {s}ĩK otaT-nĩːK nĩK ocáT-ɲĩŋ-ẽT 

Table 5. Proto-Tuparian */j/ (oral *j, nasal *ɲ) 

 
In a subset of relational stems, an unexpected correspondence occurs between Core Tu-

parian vowel-initial stems and Makurap c- or ɲ-initial stems. It is worthy of note that all such 
stems are, at the very least, disyllabic. We reconstruct their PTpr etyma as */j/-initial and posit 
a shared innovation for Core Tuparian, which consists in an almost regular loss of stem-initial 
*/j/ at the left margin of polysyllabic relational stems. We have been so far unable to explain 
why some polysyllabic relational stems (such as PTpr *jaʔɨP ‘son of a male ego’, *ɲẽTʔã ‘meat’) 
resisted the deletion of */j/. An anonymous reviewer suggests that the loss of */j/ should be 
viewed as a morphological — rather than phonological — change; however, at present we lack 
evidence for analyzing */j/- as a prefix (other than in the relational nouns *j-eK ‘house.POSS’ and 
*j-ekɨP ‘arrow.POSS’, which are indeed derived from the absolute nouns *eK ‘house’ and *ekɨP 
‘arrow’). The relevant cognate sets are given in Table 6 below. 

 
PTpr *w. We reconstruct a labiovelar approximant *w for Proto-Tuparian. In Makurap, it 

is reflected as β before oral nuclei and as m before nasal nuclei (Makurap has no /w/). In the 
Core Tuparian languages, it usually retains its labiovelar articulation (Way /ŋʷ/, Tup w, 
Mek/Aku kʷ) except before rounded vowels, where one finds Way /ŋ/, Tup ∅, Mek/Aku k.31 
It is thus possible that Proto-Core Tuparian */w/ had a velar allophone *[ɣ], which occurred 
preceding rounded nuclei. In Wayoró and in the Corumbiara languages, both allophones 
(PCT *[w] and *[ɣ]) underwent developments which affected most or all approximants in 
these languages: in Wayoró, they changed into underlying nasal stops /ŋʷ/ and /ŋ/ (which sur-
face as [ŋgʷ] and [ŋg] in oral environments), whereas in the Corumbiara languages they were  
                                                   

27 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *ɲõʔõP can be securely traced back to PTpr *ɲõʔõP because 
a precise external cognate is found in Proto-Mundurukú (*ðõ̰m ‘powder’, cf. Picanço 2005: 181). 

28 The vowel of the first syllable is attested as high in Moore’s field recordings ([ɲɪH̃΄ɾ̃ɐ̃L]), in Galucio et al. 
(2015: 253, ɲĩĩɾaʔ), and in Sekelj (1948, ‹ñino›), but is not a regular reflex of PTpr *ẽ. Braga (2005: 208) attests ɲɨ̃rã. 
The expected form ɲẽrã is in fact documented in one of our secondary sources (Moore & Galucio 1994: 133). 

29 This token instantiates the loss of PTpr *ɲ in Tuparí preceding an ĩ (that way, PTpr/PWT *mãɲĩ > *mãĩ). The 
hiatus in the resulting form was resolved by reanalyzing [ĩ] as a coda offglide [j ̃], which is the surface realization of 
the underspecified palatal coda -C in modern Tuparí (cf. Singerman 2016). 

30 The Makurap form is from Moore’s field data. The Tuparí form appars to contain the fossilized third per-
son prefix: s-ĩK < *j-ĩK < PCT *i-ɲĩK; this shows that the sound change *ɲĩ > ĩ preceded the fortition of PCT *j in Tu-
parí. In the Corumbiara languages, the root-initial is attested as n (instead of the expected *ɲ) in all sources 
(Aragon 2008: 53, 2014: 108; Galucio et al. 2015: 259) except Aragon & Cabral (2005: 1537), who attest the Akuntsú 
word as otáT-ɲĩ́T, with the expected palatal onset but with an unexpected coronal coda. 

31 The Kupndiiriat dialect of Wayoró appears to have β as its default reflex, though only one reliable datum is 
attested, βiri ‘açaí’ (Nogueira 2019: 4). 
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oral 

*jaɨ flour, crumbs — haʔʉ́ — — tʃaɨ 

*jaːmbi crop seed aβi aːPsí aːpi — cãmbi 

*jape sharpened — apé — apé mbi-cape 

*jato big — -ató atso -atʃo cato 

*jato to bathe ato- ató- atso- atʃo- cato- 

*jati pain, to hurt; 
sour ati así atsi atʃi cáti 

*jo(ʔ)a brother 
(female ego)32 okʷa owá ~ oʔá okʷa okʷa cóa 

*jopaP grain — opáP ‘maize’ opaP ‘maize’ — copaP 

*jopiʔa egg ʉpia33 oPsíʔa opitsa õpíta cópia 

*joaC tail okʷaC oáC okʷaC okʷáC ɲẽ́T-coaC 

*jeβa 
 

*jeβa-jopaP 
*jeβa-pi 

forehead 
CT only: 

eye 
face 

— 
 

eβa-paP 
— 

épa ‘eye’ 
 

— 
épa-Psi 

— 
 

eba-opaP 
Sio eba-pi 

eba-pé 
 

eba-páP 
eba-pí 

cépa 
 

— 
— 

*j-e-kɨP arrow.POSS — e-kʉṔ — — c-e-kɨP 

*jeɨ blood aʉ éʉ aɨ34 eʔɨ céɨ 

nasal 

*ɲãpi(-ʔa) nose ãpi-a ãPsí ãpi-tsa ãpí-ta ɲã́pi 

*ɲãŋã branch — ãkã́ — — ɲãŋgã 

Table 6. Loss of stem-initial Proto-Tuparian */j/ in polysyllabic relational stems 

 
fortitioned to /kʷ/ and /k/, respectively. Tuparí preserved *[w] without further changes, 
whereas the allophone *[ɣ] yielded zero. 

Unlike PTpr */j/, PTpr */w/ does not show radically different reflexes in oral and nasal en-
vironments. Only in Makurap does one consistently find different phonemes (β vs. m) as its re-
flxes. More marginally, the Sakurabiat dialect of Mekéns appears to sometimes have ŋʷ as the 
reflex of PTpr *w in nasal environments (e.g. ŋʷãẽ ‘pot’) as opposed to kʷ, which is found in 
oral environments in Sakurabiat and in all environments in Guaratira and Siokweriat 
(cf. Galucio 2001: 19). In our proposal, this is accounted for by positing a voiced stop stage in 
the development of the PTpr approximants in the Corumbiara languages, hence: *wãẽ > *gʷãẽ > 
Sak ŋʷãẽ, Gua kʷãẽ, Sio kʷãʔẽ, Aku kʷãʔẽ.́ 

The Tuparian etymologies which instantiate PTpr *w are listed in Table 7. 
This concludes our presentation of the reflexes of the approximant series of Proto-

Tuparian. In what follows, we present evidence for reconstructing innovative approximants 
for earlier stages of individual Tuparian languages and the proto-languages of low-level sub-
groups. 
                                                   

32 In all Tuparian languages except Akuntsú, the reflexes of this kinship term also denote a woman’s cousin 
(son of a woman’s paternal uncle). In addition, Makurap cóaC is used for man’s and woman’s brothers alike (No-
gueira et al. 2019: 42). 

33 We have no explanation for the occurrence of ʉ (as opposed to o) in this word. 
34 We have no explanation for the occurrence of a (as opposed to e) in this word. Note the similarity of this 

(apparently irregular) development to the dissimilation of *ei, *eʉ to ai, aʉ in Wayoró (Nogueira 2015). 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

oral 

*awa35 yam agʷa awa{té} akʷa akʷá — 

*wara(ː)C36 frog/toad sp. (CT 
only) ŋgʷara(ː)C waráC-ʔa kʷaraːC kʷaráC — 

*wariʔa bat (CT only) ŋgʷaria wáriʔa kʷaritsa — —37 

*waco alligator ŋgʷaCco wáo kʷato kʷató βáto 

*wako guan ŋgʷako wakó kʷa(ː)ko kʷakó βakó-pẽP 

*wakara38 great egret — wakara-tó 
‘jabiru’ — — βakara 

*wawo sweet potato ŋgʷago39 wáo kʷa(ː)ko kʷakó βaβó 

*waʔi stone ŋgʷai wáʔi kʷai 
Sio kʷaʔi kʷaʔí βai 

*waT-40 to go away ŋgʷaT- waT- kʷaT- kʷaT- ? βaT ‘always’ 

*waCʔa labret (CT only) — wáCʔa — kʷaCta — 

*waK- 
*waK-toP-41 

to cry; sound 
to hear 

— 
ŋgʷaK-to-a 

waK- 
— 

kʷaK 
kʷaK-tsoP- 

kʷaK 
kʷaK-tʃoP- 

— 
βaT-to-a ‘to look’ 

Table 7. Proto-Tuparian */w/ (oral and nasal *w) (to be continued) 

 

                                                   
35 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *awa can be securely traced back to PTpr *awa because a 

precise external cognate is found in the Juruna branch (Yudjá awa[ʔá] ‘yam’, Mondini 2014: 113). The expected re-
flex in Wayoró would be *ãŋgʷa; it is unclear why the medial consonant is oral. 

36 The vowel length is attested in the Wayoró and Mekéns reflexes by Galucio et al. (2015: 273). The Wayoró 
form is given with a short vowel in Nogueira (2011: 43, 52). 

37 The Makurap term for ‘bat’ is βacáriaC. Despite the obvious similarity to the Core Tuparian forms, there is 
no regular correspondence between them; Mak βacáriaC could go back to PTpr *wajari(ʔ)aC. It is unclear whether 
we are dealing here with an irregular development or with an indirect borrowing. 

38 This token is a Wanderwort, as similar forms are found in many unrelated languages spoken all across the 
Amazon and even as far away as on the Caribbean coast of South America. Epps (2020, entry ‘great egret’) lists 
multiple languages of the Cariban (Carijona, E’ñepa, Wayana, Yabarana), Guahiboan (Cuiva, Sikuani, Macaguán), 
Arawakan (Paresí), Sáliban (Piaroa, Sáliba), Nadahup (Nadëb), and Tupí-Guaraní (Kokama, Wajãpí) families and 
groups as having a Wanderwort of the approximate shape %wakara meaning ‘great egret’. One may add other 
Arawakan (Wapixana wakara, Mehinaku wakala, Proto-Ta-Arawakan *wak’ara; Silva et al. 2013: 106, Corbera Mori 
2008: 64; Nikulin & Muzykantova in prep.) as well as Tupian (Suruí-Paiter wakár, Zoró wakal, Ka’apor wakara; 
Bontkes 1978: 18, Lacerda 2014: 321, Caldas 2009: 304) languages to this list. Given the regularity of the correspon-
dence between the Tuparí and Makurap forms, we deem it possible that *wakara was borrowed from an unknown 
source into Proto-Tuparian. 

39 The expected reflex of PTpr *w before o would be *ŋg, not g. It is likely that that some sort of a dissimilation 
of the kind *NDVND… > NDVD… applied in this word, as in *ndando > ndato ‘armadillo’. In fact, Nogueira (2019: 
8, with a reference to her ongoing research) entertains the hypothesis that Wayoró [g] and [gʷ] could be even syn-
chronically described as allophones of /ŋ/ and /ŋʷ/. 

40 Even if Makurap βaT ‘always’ does not belong to this cognate set, the Core Tuparian verb cannot be re-
garded as a Core Tuparian innovation because precise external cognates are found across Tupian (Karitiana hot, 
Sateré-Mawé waT ‘to go.PL’). 

41 This compound can be analyzed as ‘sound-see’. The development *-Kt- > -Tt- in Makurap is unparalleled. 
The Wayoró and Makurap reflexes are attested only in their forms which contain the thematic vowel -a-, which 
triggers the deletion of the stem-final consonant. Clear cognates of PTpr *waK are found in other Tupian languages 
as well (e.g. Karitiana hok ‘to play violin’, Sateré-Mawé waK ‘to cry’). 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

*wɨ42 blow — — — — βɨ 

*ãwɨ- to enter 
(WT only) ãŋgʉ- ãʉ-́ — — — 

*wo(ː)43 thorn ŋgoː — ko44 ko ‘fish-
hook’ — 

*a(ː)wo bone — — aːko — ao45 

*wora sound, speech 
(?) ŋgora ‘music’ — — — βorá-pi 

‘mouth’ 

*woroa- to look for 
(CT only) ŋgora- óroa- kora- kóra- — 

*aworo46 parrot — áwro ~ áoro — — — 

*woP red ŋgoP oP koP koP βoP 

*woT-kɨP neck ŋgoT-kʉP oT-kʉṔ 
koT-kɨP 

Sio kɨT-kɨP 
pɨT-kɨ́P47 βóT-kɨP 

*wetoK far ŋgʷetoK ? toK kʷetsoK — βétoK 

*wereP foreigner 
(CT only) ŋgʷereP — kʷereP kʷeréP 

‘dark’ — 

*wejaP anteater 
(CT only) ŋʷẽndaP — kʷetaP kʷitáP48 — 

*weP-49 to go up ŋgʷeP- — kʷeP- kʷeP- — 

*wi ax — wi(ː) kʷi kʷi βi 

*araːwi peanut 
(CT only) araːgʷi — ara(ː)kʷi arakʷí —50 

Table 7. Proto-Tuparian */w/ (oral and nasal *w) (to be continued) 

                                                   
42 Although no cognate in Core Tuparian is attested in our primary sources, Mak βɨ can be securely traced 

back to PTpr *wɨ because precise external cognates are found across Tupian (e.g. Karitiana heː ‘to blow’). A likely 
cognate in Tuparí, ʉ- ‘to blow, to play a wind instrument’ is mentioned by Rodrigues (2002: 291), but we were un-
able to locate this form in our primary sources on Tuparí, thus putting its existence in doubt. 

43 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *wo(ː) can be securely traced back to PTpr *wo(ː) because 
precise external cognates are found across Tupian (Karitiana hɨ ‘thorny tree’, Sateré-Mawé hu, PTG *ju ‘thorn’). 

44 Attested by Wanda Hanke only (Hanke et al. 1958: 212) as ‹kú› ‘thorn, needle’. 
45 The absence of β is unclear. The word is frequently attested as céβ-ao ([ceH.βaoːʔL] in Moore’s data; cf. also 

Braga 2005: 162), with the relationalizer prefix ceP- (Braga 2005: 42–3). 
46 Tup áwro ~ áoro can be securely traced back to PTpr *aworo because precise external cognates are found 

across Tupian (Proto-Mundurukú *áro, PTG *ajuru). 
47 The development of PCT *wo into Akuntsú pɨ is not known to be regular. Note that the unrounding of *o is 

also attested in Siokweriat. 
48 The development of PCT *e into Akuntsú i is not known to be regular. The word is attested as [wi΄tap̚] ~ 

[wi΄ttap̚] ~ [wi΄tdap̚] in Aragon (2008: 57), but is phonologized here with a /kʷ/ because this is almost certainly the 
same word as the one found in the hydronym KʷitaP kɨ (Aragon 2014: 14), plausibly interpretable as ‘anteater 
river’; the optional realization of /kʷ/ as [w] is independently attested by Aragon (2014: 57sqq.). 

49 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *weP can be securely traced back to PTpr *weP because 
precise external cognates are found across Tupian (Karitiana hap ‘to rise (of sun)’, Awetí teP ‘to go up’; Landin 
2005: 10, Reiter 2011: 205). 

50 The Makurap term for ‘peanut’ is attested as araβoɨK (Braga 2005) or aráβɨːK (Moore’s data). Despite the ob-
vious similarity to the Core Tuparian forms, there is no regular correspondence between them. It is unclear 
whether we are dealing here with an irregular development or with an indirect borrowing. 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

*ewiT51 honey, bee ẽŋgʷiT ewíT ekʷir-itsa ‘bee sp.’ 
Sio ekʷiT ekʷíT — 

*wiTʔi açaí Ngw ŋgʷiri 
Kup βiri wíTʔi kʷiri kʷirí βirí{ca} 

nasal 

*wãmõʔã shaman — wã́mõʔã kʷãmõã kʷãmṍã mãmõã 

*wãkɨ̃ɲã52 agouti ŋʷãkʉ̃ɲã — Sak mãkɨɲ̃ã 
Gua/Sio pakɨ̃ɲã pakã́ɲã mãkɨ̃ɲ́ã 

*wãẽ53 pot ŋʷãẽ wãẽ-tóP-ʔa 
Sak ŋʷãẽ 
Gua kʷãẽ 
Sio kʷaʔẽ 

kʷãʔẽ́ — 

*wãCkɨT plate 
(WT only) ŋʷãCkʉT wãCkʉt́ — — — 

*wɨ̃- to enter ŋʉ-̃ — — — mɨ̃- 

*wõ pet (CT only) ŋõ ? õ[ã́kiT] ŋõ — — 

*wĩʔĩK leafcutter ant ŋʷĩK wĩ́ʔĩK — — mĩK 

Table 7. Proto-Tuparian */w/ (oral and nasal *w) 

 
3.2.  Loss of syllabicity in high vowels 

This subsection deals with the sound change whereby the high vowels */i o/ (and possibly 
their nasal equivalents) of PTpr became approximants when adjacent to vowels. Note that in 
the phonological systems of all Tuparian languages /o/ is analyzed as a high vowel, as there is 
no /u/. This type of sound change arguably recurred multiple times in the histories of the Tu-
parian languages, which is quite unsurprising given its naturalness. Its operation is most easily 
seen in the allomorphy patterns of the 3NCRF prefix (PTpr *i-) and of the 1SG prefix (PTpr *o-). 

PTpr */i/ and */o/ were not affected by this process in the same fashion in the individual 
languages: while only Wayoró and Tuparí show traces of the desyllabification of the reflexes 
of PTpr */o/, the front high vowel */i/ has been affected in all daughter languages. In Makurap, 
the PTpr 3NCRF prefix */i-/ before vowels yielded /ɲ-/ (which surfaces as ndʒ- in oral environ-
ments and as ɲ- in nasal environments), as shown in 1. Phonetically, this development must 
have proceeded through the stage *j (hence, PTpr *iV- > *jV- > */ɲV-/) and evidently postdates 
the specifically Makurap sound change *j > c. 

 
(1) MAKURAP: /ɲ-/ ndʒ- oral, ɲ- nasal (Braga 2005: 50, 204; the glosses are ours) 

 a. ndʒ-akáre-T  b. ndʒ-apiter-eT 
/ɲ-akare-eT/   /ɲ-apiteT-eT/ 
3NCRF-head-POSS  3NCRF-sadness-POSS 
‘his/her head’   ‘his/her sadness’ 

                                                   
51 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *ewiT can be securely traced back to PTpr *ewiT because 

precise external cognates are found all across Tupian: Karitiana eːt (< *ahit), Proto-Mundurukú *eit, Sateré-Mawé 
ewɨT, Awetí ekɨT, PTG *eiT. 

52 The reflexes of this word in the Corumbiara languages show labial consonants (Sak m, Gua/Sio/Aku p) in-
stead of the expected labiovelars (Sak ŋʷ, Sua/Sio/Aku kʷ). That is, Proto-Corumbiara innovated by replacing 
*gʷãkɨ̃ɲã with *bãkɨ̃ɲã. Currently we have no explanation for this (apparently idiosyncratic) development. 

53 Although no cognate in Makurap is known (unless ɨ̃ẽ ‘pot’ is related), PCT *wãẽ can be securely traced back 
to PTpr *wãẽ because precise external cognates are found all across Tupian (e.g. Awetí taʔẽ, PTG *jaʔẽ). 
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 c. etetenã kite pe ɲ-õ-ã βɨT 
/etetenã kite pe ɲ-õP-a βɨT/ 
after_that people LOC 3NCRF-give-TH all 
‘After that, he gave it to everyone.’ 

 
In the Core Tuparian languages, the PTpr 3NCRF prefix */i-/ was desyllabified before vow-

els as well, yielding PCT */j/. This must have happened after PTpr *j became PCT *ð, because 
the reflexes of PCT *ð and *j in oral environments are distinct in all Core Tuparian languages 
except Akuntsú (PCT *ð > Way nd, Tup h-/-∅-, Mek t, Aku t, whereas PCT *j > Way ndʒ, Tup s, 
Mek ts, Aku t). In nasal environments, however, there is no distinction between the reflexes of 
PTpr */j/ and those of PTpr */i/ before vowels in PCT, as both merge in PCT *ɲ.54 That way, we 
believe that the inventory of approximants was augmented by one phoneme in PCT as com-
pared to PTpr: first, PTpr *j was dentalized to PCT *ð, leaving room for PTpr *i > PCT *j (before 
vowels). In 2–5, we show the prevocalic allomorphs of the 3NCRF prefix in each Core Tuparian 
language. 

 
(2) WAYORÓ: /ɲ-/ ndʒ- oral, ɲ- nasal (Nogueira 2019: 18) 

 ndʒ-aʉ-βa, ɲ-ĩndiakʷa aʉ-βa, ndʒ-ʉβape aʉ-βa, 
 /ɲ-aʉ-βa ɲ-ĩniakʷa aʉ-βa ɲ-ʉβape aʉ-βa 
 3NCRF-heal-VZR 3NCRF-food heal-VZR 3NCRF-beverage heal-VZR 
 ndʒ-ato-a-P aʉ-βa 
 ɲ-ato-a-P aʉ-βa/ 
 3NCRF-bathe-TH-NMLZ heal-VZR 

‘He is healing it, healing her food, healing her drink, healing her bath.’ 
 

(3) TUPARÍ: s- oral, ɲ- nasal (Singerman 2018: 60–2)55 
a. s-opé b. s-aT c. ɲ-õpé d. ɲ-õpó 
 3NCRF-thigh  3NCRF-grab  3NCRF-tongue  3NCRF-kill 
 ‘his/her thigh’  ‘to grab him/her/it’  ‘his/her tongue’  ‘to kill him/her/it’ 

 
(4) MEKÉNS: ts- oral and nasal (Galucio 2001: 35–7, 191) 

a. ts-akoP b. ts-anɨ̃P c. ts-õ-kʷe-a-T 
 /ts-akoP  ts-anɨ̃P  ts-(m)õ-kʷeP-a-T/ 
 3NCRF-be_hot  3NCRF-head  3NCRF-CAUS-climb-TH-PST 
 ‘hot (it)’  ‘his/her/its head’  ‘he made him climb’ 

d. ãrãmĩrã, aotse ts-õpo kaːT i-tser-a-T 
 /ãrãmĩrã aotse ts-õpo kaːT i-tseT-a-T/ 
 woman man 3NCRF-beat and 3NCRF-leave-TH-PST 
 ‘The woman, the man beat her and she left.’ 

                                                   
54 One could claim that Mekéns has no merger: PTpr/PCT *ɲ yields ɲ in Mekéns, whereas the allomorph of 

the 3NCRF prefix which occurs before nasal vowels is ts- (Galucio 2001: 35, fn. 6; 225, fn. 24) and not *ɲ. We believe 
that in Mekéns the allomorph s-, originally restricted to stems which start with oral vowels, has been analogically 
extended to all vowel-initial stems. That way, Mekéns forms such as ts-õpo ‘to beat him/her/it’ (4d) are probably 
not cognate with Akuntsú ɲ-õp-a (5d) or Tuparí ɲ-õpo (3d), but rather arose through analogy. 

55 At different occasions, Singerman (2018) analyzes ɲ- as a realization of /i-/ (p. 60–2) or of /j-/ (p. 371). For 
our current purposes, the choice between these two analytical options is irrelevant. Also note that in Tuparí the al-
lomorph i-, which was historically restricted to consonant-initial stems, may synchronically occur before vowels, 
as in i-eT ‘his/her name’ (Singerman 2018: 56), as a result of the elision of PCT *ð (*i-ðeT). 
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(5) AKUNTSÚ: t- oral, ɲ- nasal (Aragon 2014: 46, 138, 177, 279)56 
 a. t-akoP te b. tatʃo, tatʃe tɨrɨ t-ajtʃi 
  3NCRF-be_hot FOC  Tatʃo Tatʃe two 3NCRF-wife 
  ‘It is hot.’   ‘Tatʃo and Tatʃe were his two wives.’ 
 
 c. t-anãP etʃe kaP d. ɲ-õp-a 
  3NCRF-head DIFF wasp  3NCRF-beat-TH 
  ‘A wasp is on his head.’ ‘to beat him’ 
 
In some Core Tuparian languages, the innovative PCT *j has merged with segments whose 

ultimate source is different from *i. In subsection 3.4, we will show that Proto-Corumbiara in-
novated by creating transitional glides (as in PCT *piʔa > Proto-Corumbiara *pija), which have 
the same reflexes as PCT *j < PTpr *i (that is, Mekéns ts, Akuntsú t). Similarly, the word for 
‘spider monkey’ can be reconstructed as Proto-Corumbiara *jakɨraP (> Mekéns tsakɨraP, 
Akuntsú takɨ́raP). 

Now we turn to the desyllabification of PTpr *o. This process is synchronically attested in 
Tuparí, in which the 1SG prefix occurs as o- before consonants, but as w- before vowels 
(Singerman 2018: 42); it also coalesces with a following /o/ or /õ/, yielding a long vowel. In 
Wayoró, the 1SG prefix also occurs as o- before consonants; before unrounded vowels, how-
ever, one finds the allomorph /m-/ (mb- in oral environments, m- in nasal environments), 
whereas before rounded vowels the zero allomorph occurs (Nogueira 2019: 11, 15, 150–1). This 
is shown in Table 8. 

 
 Wayoró (Nogueira 2019) Tuparí (Singerman 2018) 

before a consonant o- /o-/ 
o-ʔʉβa ‘my pot’ 

o-pitiːK ‘I feel cold’ 
o-ŋgora ‘to seek me’ 

o- 
o-si ‘my mother’ 

o-kẽPk-aː ‘I nursed’ 
o-karãP ‘toward me’ 

before a rounded 
vowel ∅- /∅-/ 

∅-ʉpipe ‘my port’ ∅-õmb-aː ‘hit me!’ 
o-o… → oː- 

oːP (o+oP) ‘my father’ 
õːjaora (o+õjaoT+a) ‘to answer me’ 

before an oral un-
rounded vowel mb- /m-/ 

mb-apiteP ‘my ear’ 
mb-ato-a-P ‘my bath’ 

mb-e-tʃʉːP-kʷa-T ‘I got wet’ 

w-apaPʔa ‘my head’ 
w-e-kiaraP-k-a ‘I became happy’ 

w-e-pak-a ‘I woke up’ 

before a nasal un-
rounded vowel m- /m-/ 

m-ẽŋgʉ /m-ẽŋʉ/ ‘my chicha’
m-ãmõC-kʷa-T ‘I dance fast’ 

w- 

w-ẽkẽT~ʔẽkẽT-k-aP 
‘my throwing up’ 

Table 8. The allomorphy of the 1SG prefix in Wayoró and Tuparí 

 
While the allomorphy pattern attested in Tuparí can be explained away as a consequence 

of a recent natural sound change (*o > w _V[-rounded]), the pattern found in Wayoró requires a 
more elaborate diachronic account: positing a one-step sound change such as */o/ > /m/ would 
be an entirely implausible solution on typological grounds. Fortunately, there is independent 
comparative evidence which shows that at some point in the history of Wayoró all inherited 
word-initial (and some word-medial) approximants have become homorganic (underlying) 
nasals. We have already seen in 3.1 that PTpr *j and *w (> PCT *ð, *w/*[ɣ]) are reflected in 
Wayoró as nd, ŋgʷ/ŋʷ, and ŋg/ŋ (underlying /n/, /ŋʷ/, and /ŋ/); earlier in this subsection, it has 
been shown that the innovative PCT *j has yielded Wayoró ndʒ /ɲ/. That way, it appears quite 
                                                   

56 Aragon (2014: 46, fn. 28) analyzes ɲ- as an allophone of /i-/ but is explicit regarding its phonetic realization. 
For example, the example 5d is transcribed as [j̃ũ.΄ba] ~ [ɲʊ.̃΄ba] in Aragon (2014: 46). 
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plausible that the allomorph /m-/ 1SG in Wayoró also continues an earlier approximant, which 
we reconstruct as pre-Wayoró *β- and derive from PTpr/PCT *o- in the prevocalic position. 
Therefore, forms such as *β-apiteP ‘my ear’ and *β-ato-a-P ‘my bath’ are posited for the pre-
Wayoró stage. Later on, *β- would have undergone nasalization word-initially (in the intervocalic 
position, as we have seen in 3.1, it was preserved, as in PCT *eβa-opaP > Wayoró eβa-paP ‘eye’). 

Note that the desyllabification of *o- before vowels cannot be considered an innovation 
shared by Wayoró and Tuparí, even though it occurred in both languages in comparable con-
texts. First of all, the outcome of this process is different in pre-Wayoró (*β-) and Tuparí (w-). 
The second piece of evidence for positing two independent innovations is that the allomorph 
w- in Tuparí occurs not only in originally vowel-initial stems, but also in stems which have 
diachronically lost their initial consonant (PCT *ð, preserved as nd in Wayoró). For example, 
the consonantal allomorph occurs in Tuparí w-eK ‘my house’ (Singerman 2018: 43), which goes 
back to PCT *o-ðeK (apparently by the way of pre-Tuparí *o-eK). Its Wayoró cognate o-ndeK ‘my 
house’ (Nogueira 2019: 145, 165), which has not been affected by any process of consonantal 
loss, expectedly shows the vocalic allomorph o-. 

The allomorphy patterns examined in this subsection are decisive in establishing the di-
rectionality of the sound changes which underlie the correspondence sets involving Wayoró 
nasal stops and non-nasal segments in other Tuparian languages. If one were to derive them 
from something other than approximants, it would be quite difficult to explain why Wayoró 
has /m-/ and /ɲ-/ as the prevocalic allomorphs of /o-/ and /i-/, respectively. In our account, this 
is unproblematically attributed to a combination of two processes: the desyllabification of high 
vowels in the environment #_V (*i > *j in PCT, *o > *β in pre-Wayoró) and the nasalization of 
approximants in Wayoró (*β-, *ð, *j-, *w, *[ɣ] > /m-/, /n/, /ɲ-/, /ŋʷ/, /ŋ/). 

 
3.3.  Proto-Tuparian postoralized nasals and their development in Wayoró 

It is possible to reconstruct three phonemic nasals for Proto-Tuparian: */m/, */n/, and */ŋ/. In 
oral environments, they likely acquired an oral phase before an oral nucleus and thus surfaced 
as *mb, *nd, *ŋg (Galucio & Nogueira 2012). In nasal environments, */m/ and */n/ appear to 
have surfaced as *m and *n, which have been preserved as such in all contemporary Tuparian 
languages (in contrast, */ŋ/ was likely postoralized even before nasal nuclei). Wetzels & 
Nevins (2018) classify the allophonic pattern of this type, which is known from many Amazo-
nian languages, as nasal shielding. We call the allophones *mb, *nd, *ŋg postoralized in what 
follows. For our current purposes, it is essential that the Wayoró reflexes of the postoralized 
allophones are identical or similar to those of the Proto-Tuparian approximants in oral envi-
ronments. More specifically, 

 
– PTpr *β and *mb merge in Wayoró as mb- (word-initially) or -β- (between vowels); 
– PTpr *j (> PCT *ð) and *nd merge in Wayoró as nd; 
– PTpr *w before rounded vowels (> PCT *[ɣ]) and *ŋg merge in Wayoró as ŋg. 
 
Based on the contemporary Wayoró reflexes, one may be tempted to attribute these mergers 

to a single sound change from the Proto-(Core) Tuparian approximants to Wayoró underlying 
nasals. Indeed, in 3.1–2 we have seen that most approximants of Proto-Core Tuparian became 
homorganic nasals in Wayoró: PTpr *j > PCT *ð > Wayoró nd; PTpr *w > PCT *w/*[ɣ] > Wayoró 
ŋ(g)ʷ/ŋ(g); PTpr *o-, *i- before vowels > PTpr *β-, *j- > Wayoró m(b)-, ndʒ-. In contrast, the Way-
oró reflexes of PTpr *mb, *nd, and *ŋg are identical to their reconstructed states, as in PTpr *mbo 
‘hand’, *ndeT- ‘to grind’, *ŋgaP ‘wasp’ > Wayoró mbo, ndeT-, ŋgaP. At first glance, these sounds 
would appear to have been preserved intact in Wayoró all the way from Proto-Tuparian. 
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In this paper, however, we advance an alternative proposal. Namely, we hypothesize that 
the postoralized allophones of PTpr nasals (i.e., *mb, *nd, *ŋg) have been affected by a series of 
sound changes in Wayoró, which came full cycle to the initial state. The suggested evolution 
pathway of PTpr *mb, *nd, *ŋg in the Core Tuparian languages is as follows: (i) in PCT, they 
lose the nasal phrase and become *b, *d, *g; (ii) in the Corumbiara languages and in Tuparí, 
they merge with PCT *p, *t, *k and yield Mek/Aku p, ts/tʃ, k, Tup p (s-/-Ps- before i), t (s before 
ʉ/i), k; (iii) in pre-Wayoró, they lenite to *β, *ð, *ɣ (and merge, therefore, with PCT *β, *ð, *[ɣ] 
from PTpr *β, *j, *w; the bilabial approximant in pre-Wayoró may also come from *o- as seen in 
3.2); (iv) in contemporary Wayoró, they have been affected by the independently established 
nasalization process (*β-, *ð, *ɣ > /m/, /n/, /ŋ/). That way, the development from PTpr *mb, *nd, 
and *ŋg to Wayoró mb, nd, and ŋg is assumed to have proceeded in three steps (*mb/*nd/*ŋg > 
*b/*d/*g > *β/*ð/*ɣ > mb/nd/ŋg), as opposed to a straightforward retention. It also entails that 
PTpr postoralized nasals and approximants first merged as pre-Wayoró approximants (and 
not as modern Wayoró underlying nasals). 

Crucial evidence for our proposal comes from the development of PTpr *mb after an oral 
vowel in Wayoró: in this position, it is reflected as β. Nogueira (2011: 45–6) documents forms 
such as o-βo ‘my hand’ and o-βi ‘my foot’ (< PTpr *o-mbo, *o-mbi), of which the uninflected 
forms are mbo and mbi, respectively (Moore & Galucio 1994: 133). Note that the environment 
which conditions the development of PTpr *mb in Wayoró is precisely the same that the one 
we have seen above for pre-Wayoró *β from other sources (PTpr *β or *o): it is reflected as /m/ 
word-initially (as in PCT *o-apiteP > *β-apiteP > mb-apiteP ‘my ear’), but is retained as /β/ after an 
oral vowel (as in PCT *eβa-opaP > eβa-paP ‘eye’). It is, therefore, conceivable that PTpr *mb (as in 
*mbo ‘hand’ and *mbi ‘foot’) merged with other segments as pre-Wayoró *β (as in *βo ‘hand’, 
*βi ‘foot’, *o-βo ‘my hand’, *o-βi ‘my foot’), which was subsequently reverted to /m/ word-
initially (and after a nasal vowel) by means of an independently reconstructed process (see 
3.2), as in mbo ‘hand’ and mbi ‘foot’, but suffered no further changes after an oral vowel, as in 
o-βo ‘my hand’ and o-βi ‘my foot’. For PCT, we reconstruct *b based on the fact that neither 
pre-Wayoró nor Tuparí or Corumbiara show any traces of a nasal phase. 

We find it likely that PTpr *nd and *ŋg have undergone in Wayoró a cycle of sound 
changes comparable to the one described for PTpr *mb in the preceding paragraph. For PCT, 
we reconstruct *d and *g: in Tuparí and in both Corumbiara languages they merge with PCT *t 
and *k (thus paralleling the merger of PCT *b and *p in these languages), whereas in Wayoró 
they merge with PCT *ð and *[ɣ] as pre-Wayoró *ð, *ɣ > Wayoró /n/, /ŋ/ (thus paralleling the 
merger of PCT *b and *β) in Wayoró. That way, PTpr *ndeT- ‘to grind’, *ŋgaP ‘wasp’ are hy-
pothesized to have developed into PCT *deT-, *gaP > pre-Wayoró *ðeT-, *ɣaP > Way ndeT-, ŋgaP. 

 
PTpr */m/. In nasal environments, PTpr */m/ surfaced as *m and was preserved as such in 

all daughter languages. In oral environments, it likely had the allophone *mb, which was pre-
served in Makurap but suffered some changes in the Core Tuparian languages. As stated above, 
we believe it yielded PCT *b. In Tuparí and in the Corumbiara languages, it merged with the 
reflexes of PTpr/PCT *p as Tuparí p (assibilated to s-/-Ps- before i) and Mekéns/Akuntsú p. In 
pre-Wayoró, PCT *b merged with the reflexes of PTpr/PCT *β and PTpr/PCT *o (before vow-
els) as pre-Wayoró *β, which yielded /m/ word-initially or after a nasal vowel and /β/ after an 
oral vowel. The Tuparian etymologies which instantiate PTpr */m/ are listed in Table 9. 

 
PTpr */n/. In nasal environments, PTpr */n/ surfaced as *n and was preserved as such in 

all daughter languages. In oral environments, it likely had the allophone *nd, which was pre-
served in Makurap but suffered some changes in the Core Tuparian languages. As stated  
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

oral 

*mbo hand mbo / -βo po po(-pi) po mbo 

*(ɲ)õmbo- to kill, to beat 
(CT only) õmbo- õpó- õpo- õp-á — 

*mboejoP- ~ 
*mboec/to-57 to know mõẽndoP- pʉ(́ʔ)oP- poetoP- poetóP- mboeto- ~ mbɨeto- 

*mboKʔa tortoise 
(CT only) mboga póKʔa poga pogá — 

*mbi(-to) foot mbi / -βi sitó pitso pi mbi 

*jaːmbi crop seed aβi aːPsí aːpi — cãmbi 

*mbiro to have 
(CT only) mbiro -(P)síro piro — — 

*mbiriʔa58 trahira fish mbirija siriʔá Sio piritsa biritá mbíria 

*mbiʔo horsefly — siʔó — — mbio 

*mbiP to be afraid — — — piP mbiP 

nasal 

*mã- to put mã- mã- mã- mã- mã- 

*mãɲĩ manioc mãɲĩ mãc — — mã́ɲĩ 

*ãmãnã tayra ãmãnã — — — ãmã́nã 

*mẽT59 husband mẽT mẽT mẽT mẽT — 

*mẽpiT 
child, sororal 
nephew/niece 
(female ego) 

mẽpiT mẽPsíT mẽpiT mẽpíT mẽpiT 

*mẽpir-ẽpiT 
grandchild  

(female ego, 
CT only) 

mẽpir-ẽpiT mẽPsĩŕ-
ẽPsĩT mẽpir-ẽpiT mẽpir-ẽpíT — 

*mẽɲõP 
son-in-law 
(daughter’s  
husband) 

mẽɲõP mẽɲṍP — — mẽɲõP 

*amẽko jaguar, dog amẽko amẽkó amẽko amẽkó ãmẽ́ko 

*mĩcõ60 curassow — — — — mĩtṍ 

Table 9. Proto-Tuparian */m/ (oral *mb, nasal *m) 

 

                                                   
57 The Core Tuparian languages unequivocally point to PCT *boeðoP- (in Wayoró, *ð > nd nasalized the pre-

ceding vowels; in Tuparí, *poeoP- was apparently simplified to pʉ(́ʔ)oP-). However, the expected Makurap corre-
spondence would be *mboecoP- and not mboeto- ~ mbɨeto-. 

58 The Wayoró reflex is from Galucio et al. (2015: 274), where it is given as mbiɾija, mbiɾiʤa (with a transitional 
j /ɲ/). The expected reflex in Akuntsú would contain a /p/ and not a /b/; in fact, Galucio et al. (2015: 274) do give 
Akuntsú piɾita (in our transcription, pirita), but our primary source has biritá (Aragon 2014: 109). 

59 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *mẽT can be securely traced back to PTpr *mẽT because 
precise external cognates are found all across Tupian (Karitiana mãn, Karo mẽn, PTG *mẽT; Landin 2005: 16, Gabas 
Jr. 1999: 13, Mello 2000: 178). 

60 Although no cognate in the Core Tuparian languages is known, Makurap mĩtṍ can be securely traced back 
to PTpr *mĩcõ because precise external cognates are found all across Tupian (Karitiana mbisɨ̃, Proto-Mundurukú 
*wítõ, PTG *mɨ̃tũ; Landin 2005: 16, Picanço 2019: 140, Mello 2000: 182). 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

oral 

*ndɨʔa lip color — sʉʔ́a — — ndɨa 

*(ɲ)ẽndɨ mortar 
(CT only) endʉ{dʒa} ‘pestle’ ẽTsʉ-́ʔa ẽtsɨ61 — — 

*ndɨrɨ collared  
anteater — sʉŕʉ~sʉŕʉ — — ndɨrɨ 

*ndoː mound, hill ndoː to-téT tso(ː) — ndó-a 

*ndeT- to grind ndeT- teT- — — ndeT- 

*(j)aindi62 wife aindi — aitsi ajtʃí — 

nasal 

*ãmãnã tayra ãmãnã — — — ãmã́nã 

*nãko man — — nãko63 nãkó nãko-βɨT ‘boy’ 

*nõ other nõ nõ nõ nõ nõ-T 

*ãnõrẽ64 barred  
sorubim fish ãnõrẽ anṍre — — ãnṍre 

*nẽ65 arm nẽ- 
(in compounds) 

{a}nẽ-tó 
‘shoulder’ 

nẽ 
‘shoulder’ — nẽ 

*nẽ- to make nẽ- nẽ- — — nẽ- 

*nẽcɨK horsefly — nẽ́ʉK — — nẽtɨK 

Table 10. Proto-Tuparian */n/ (oral *nd, nasal *n) 

 
above, we believe it yielded PCT *d. In Tuparí and in the Corumbiara languages, it merged 
with the reflexes of PTpr/PCT *t as Tuparí t (assibilated to s before i/ʉ), Mekéns ts, and 
Akuntsú tʃ. In pre-Wayoró, PCT *d became *ð (merging with the reflexes of PTpr *j > PCT *ð), 
which yielded nd /n/ in modern Wayoró. The Tuparian etymologies which instantiate PTpr 
*/n/ are listed in Table 10. 

 
PTpr */ŋ/. PTpr */ŋ/ quite probably surfaced as *ŋg before nasal and oral vowels alike. 

This contrasts with the pattern we reconstruct for */m/ and */n/, whereby the postoralized re-
alization is found in oral environments only. One piece of evidence comes from Tuparí, 
                                                   

61 Attested as ‹enzê› in Hanke et al. (1958: 204) and as ẽsɨ in Moore & Galucio (1994: 134). 
62 PTpr also likely had the compound *jaʔɨP-ti ‘wife’ (literally, ‘son’s mother’) preserved as Wayoró ndaɨP-ti 

and Mekéns taɨP-si. In Tuparí and Makurap, *(j)aindi and *jaʔɨP-ti appear to have contaminated: the former lan-
guage has aʔʉśi ‘wife’ (instead of the expected reflexes *aisi or *haʔʉP-si); the latter has caɨp-ndi (instead of the ex-
pected reflexes *(c)aindi or *caɨP-ti). The irregularities in the correspondences have been noted by Nogueira et al. 
(2019: 46), where the reconstruction *ai(+)tsi is given. Although PCT *aindi has no exact cognate in Makurap, it can 
be securely projected to PTpr *(j)aindi because it influenced the shape of caɨP-ndi and because cognates are also 
found elsewhere in Tupian (Proto-Mundurukú *tajtʃi; Picanço 2019: 138). 

63 Attested in Hanke (1958: 206) as ‹nankú› ‘man’. Galucio et al. (2015: 251) give nakop ‘man’ instead. 
64 Alves (2004: 145) claims that the Tuparí form is borrowed from Makurap, but there would appear to be no 

formal reason to believe so. 
65 The Wayoró and Mekéns forms are attested in Snethlage (2015: 518, 686) as Wayoró ‹onänto ̯› ‘Schulter’, 

‹unämí á› ‘Ellbogen’ (likely o-nẽ-to, o-nẽ-mĩã, with the 1SG prefix o-) and Mekéns ‹kiná, kinä ́› ‘Schulter’ (likely ki-nẽ, 
with the 1INCL prefix ki-). The Mekéns form is also attested as ‹unea› ‘bras’ (likely 1SG o-nẽ) by Claude Lévi-Strauss 
in his Kabišiana wordlist (apud Loukotka 1963: 48). 
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Mekéns and Akuntsú, which reflect PTpr */ŋ/ as k regardless of whether the nucleus of the syl-
lable is oral or nasal (unlike what we saw above for PTpr */m/ and */n/, which show a condi-
tioned split in these three languages). Based on the correspondence between Wayoró /ŋ/, Tu-
parí /k/ and Mekéns/Akuntsú /k/, we may safely reconstruct PCT *g, which therefore differs 
from PCT *b and *d in occurring in oral and nasal environments indiscriminately. The second 
piece of evidence for reconstructing PTpr *ŋg as the only realization of PTpr */ŋ/ comes from 
Braga’s (2005) transcriptions of Makurap words, in which /ŋ/ is transcribed as [ŋg] even in na-
sal environments: [ŋgẽm] ‘breast’, [ŋgẽ΄ɾẽj] ‘to shut up, to be silent’, [ŋgɨ̃́ ĩ] ~ [ŋgə̃́ ĩ] ‘knife’ (Braga 
2005: 195–6).66 That way, PTpr *ŋg (the only allophone of PTpr */ŋ/) would have been pre-
served in Makurap. In PCT, it would have yielded *g, which was further devoiced to k in Tu-
parí and in the Corumbiara languages (and merged with PCT *k, paralleling the merger of 
PCT *p/*b, *t/*d in these languages). In Wayoró, *g was probably lenited to pre-Wayoró *ɣ 
(by means of the process which also lenited PCT *b/*d to pre-Wayoró *β/*ð) and later nasalized 
to modern Wayoró /ŋ/. Unlike in PTpr (in our reconstruction), however, the fully nasal 
realization of Wayoró /ŋ/ in nasal environments is compulsory (Nogueira 2011: 50–1). The Tu-
parian etymologies which instantiate PTpr */ŋ/ are shown in Table 11. 

 
3.4.  Innovative approximants in Proto-Corumbiara 

There is good reason to think that the proto-language of the Corumbiara branch acquired in-
novative approximants via hiatus resolution, whereby glides were inserted in the environment 
*i,o,ɨ_V. This includes both original hiatuses, retained from Proto-Tuparian, and new hiatuses, 
which arose as a result of elision of a PTpr glottal stop. Although the epenthesized segments 
are not phonetically approximants in the contemporary languages —rather, consonants such 
as t, s, or kʷ are found— we believe that these go back to erstwhile transitional glides, *j (in-
serted in the environment *i_V) and *w (*o,ɨ_V), which were subsequently fortitioned. That way, 
the epenthesis in pre-Proto-Corumbiara could be characterized as a natural sound change, 
glide epenthesis (Blevins 2008: 84sqq.), which fed another natural sound change, approximant for-
tition (independently established in subsections 3.1–2 above). The development pathway ad-
vanced in this subsection is thus essentially identical to Blust’s (1994: 112–5) account of cer-
tain sound changes in a number of Austronesian languages (such as Chamorro), in which not 
only inherited approximants but also transitional/epenthetic glides have been historically forti-
tioned, as in Chamorro pugwaʔ ‘betel nut’, gwidza ‘3SG’ (from *buaq, *ia; cf. also Blevins 2008: 92). 

As was already mentioned above, we suggest that the consonant originally epenthesized 
in the environment *i_V in pre-Proto-Corumbiara was *j. In 3.2, we saw that PCT *j- (from 
PTpr *i- before vowels) yielded Mekéns ts, Akuntsú t. In the environment *i_V, however, 
a slightly more complicated situation is found: at least in some words, the Guaratira and the 
Siokweriat dialects of Mekéns have ∅ corresponding to ts in the Sakurabiat dialect (and to t in 
Akuntsú). For example, Galucio et al. (2017: 338, fn. 6) report that pia ‘to wait’ is the form used 
in the Guaratira and Siokweriat dialects, which corresponds to pitsa in the Sakurabiat dialect. 
The Tuparian etymologies which instantiate Proto-Corumbiara *j are shown in Table 12. The 
Proto-Corumbiara reconstructions themselves are not given in the table for reasons of space; 
we reconstruct *kije ‘one’, *pija ‘liver’, *ãpija ‘nose’, *opija ‘egg’, *pirija ‘trahira fish’, *gʷarija 
‘bat’, *(a)mĩjã ‘knee’ (in the last word, Mekéns and Akuntsú have ɲ/n rather than ts/t, quite 
possibly due to the nasal environment). 
                                                   

66 We assume that these transcriptions supersede Braga’s earlier claim, according to which /ŋ/ is obligatorily 
postoralized before oral vowels only (Braga 1992: 45–7). 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

oral 

*ŋgaP wasp ŋgaP kaP kaP kaP ŋgaP 

*ŋgapi(-ʔa)67 bullet ant — — — — ŋgápia 

*ŋgɨ68 liquid, saliva ŋgʉ kʉ kɨ kɨ — 

*ŋgɨP louse ã-ŋgʉP kʉP kɨP kɨP ŋgɨP 

*ŋgɨʔɨT salt ŋgʉːT69 kʉʔʉT́ kɨːT ? kɨC70 ŋgɨT 

*ŋgoPʔi71 termite ŋgʉi kóPʔi kobi kopí ? ŋgóβ-a 

*ŋgɨpiʔa72 tick (CT only) ŋgʉpiʔa — — kɨpíta — 

*ŋgoT palm larva — koT — — ŋgoT 

*ŋge garden ŋge — — — ŋge 

*ŋgeaT sun, sky ŋgiaT ‘sky’ kiáT ‘up’ — — ŋgéaT 

*ŋgeK73 caterpillar — — — — ŋgeK 

*ŋgi-akoP sun (CT only) ŋgi-akoP ki-akóP ki-akoP ki-akóP — 

nasal 

*ɲãŋgã branch — ãkã́ ãkã74 — ɲãŋgã 

*kʉñĩŋga75 scorpion kʉ(ʉ)nĩŋã kwĩnĩká kɨ̃nĩŋã — — 

*ŋgẽP breast ŋẽP kẽP kẽP kẽP ŋgẽP 

*ŋgẽT- 
*ŋgẽT-ŋga- 

 

to sink 
to swallow 
(WT only) 

ŋẽT- 
ŋẽT-ŋga- 

 
kẽ́T-ka — — — 

Table 11. Proto-Tuparian */ŋ/ (oral and nasal *ŋg) 

 
                                                   

67 Although no cognate in Core Tuparian is known, Mak ŋgápia can be securely traced back to PTpr *ŋgapi(-ʔa) 
because an external cognate is found in Karitiana (nõpi ‘bullet ant’, Landin 2005: 19). Karitiana n is a regular reflex 
of Proto-Tupian *ŋ in nasal environments, but the mismatch between the nasality values of the first syllable in 
Makurap and Karitiana awaits further explanation. 

68 Although no cognate in Makurap is known, PCT *ŋgɨ can be securely traced back to PTpr *ŋgɨ because an 
external cognate is found in Karitiana (ŋge ‘blood’, Landin 2005: 9). 

69 Form attested in Moore & Galucio (1994: 134). Nogueira (2011: 40) documents a form with an initial k-, 
which could be a mistranscription or a borrowing from another Tuparian language. 

70 It is unclear if this is an irregular reflex of *ŋgɨʔɨT or a semantic extension of kɨC ‘earth’ (< PTpr *kɨC). 
71 The Wayoró and Mekéns forms are cited after Galucio et al. (2015: 272); the expected Wayoró reflex would 

actually be *ŋgoβi. It is uncertain if the Makurap word is a precise cognate because of the vowel mismatch; it is 
possible that continues a derivative close to *ŋgoPʔi-ʔa (compare Proto-Mundurukú *kópiã̰ ‘blood’, Sateré-Mawé 
nupiʔa; Picanço 2019: 138, Ribeiro 2010: 76). 

72 The Wayoró form is from Galucio et al. (2015: 273). 
73 Although no cognate in Core Tuparian is known, Mak ŋgeK can be securely traced back to PTpr *ŋgeK be-

cause an external cognate is found in Karitiana (ŋgak ‘caterpillar’, Landin 2005: 9). 
74 The form is tentatively phonologized based on Snethlage’s (2015: 520) attestation of ‹zānka› ‘Zweig’ (likely 

the third person ts-ãkã). 
75 The Wayoró and Mekéns are given as kɨɨnĩjãʔ and kɨ̃niŋã in Galucio et al. (2015: 270) and as kɨnĩŋã and 

kɨtnĩŋã in Moore & Galucio (1994: 134); our phonologization is tentative. In Tuparí, the vowel of the first syllable is 
irregularly diphthongized (*ʉ ̃> wĩ), assuming our primary source (Alves 2004: 204) records the word correctly; in 
Mekéns, we would expect a /k/ rather than a /ŋ/. The stem is likely inherited from Proto-Tuparian (as opposed to a 
Core Tuparian innovation), because there is a probable cognate in Karitiana: kennõn ‘scorpion’ (Landin 2005: 13) < 
pre-Karitiana *kɨnVŋãT. 
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PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

*kie one (CT only) kie-T kíe 
kitse, kie{ka} 

Sio gɨe76 
kite — 

*piʔa liver pia siʔá pitsa bíta pía 

*ɲãpi(ʔa) nose ãpia ãPsí ãpitsa ãpíta ɲã́pi 

*jopiʔa egg ʉpia oPsíʔa opitsa õpíta cópia 

*mbiriʔa77 trahira fish mbirija siriʔá Sio piritsa biritá mbíria 

*wariʔa bat (CT only) ŋgʷaria wáriʔa 
kʷaritsa 

Sio kʷaritsa ~ gʷ- 
— (βacáriaC) 

*-pĩã knee {kʉ}̃mĩã mĩã́{K-ʔã} {nẽkiwa}mĩɲa ‘elbow’ {a}mĩńã {ka}pĩã́ 

Table 12. Proto-Corumbiara *j (> Sakurabiat ts, Guaratira/Siokweriat ∅, Akuntsú t) 

 
It is interesting to observe that in the variety of Mekéns attested by Wanda Hanke the con-

sonant in question is consistently transcribed as ‹z› (more rarely, ‹s›), which implies that she 
must have made her notes with speakers of the Sakurabiat dialect: ‹kitzê› ‘one’, ‹-piza› ‘liver’, 
‹ampiza› ‘nose’, ‹kurakura-rupiza› ‘egg’ (korakora ‘hen’), ‹kwarisa, kwarisasu› ‘bat’ (Hanke et al. 
1958). In contrast, Emil-Heinrich Snethlage’s notes on Mekéns typically have zero: ‹-piá› ‘liver’, 
‹-ã ́mpiá› ‘nose’, ‹-upiá› ‘egg’; one exception is ‹kízäkát̯n› ‘one’ (Snethlage 2015: 518–20). 

Curiously, not all instances of Sakurabiat ts ~ Guaratira/Siokweriat ∅ reflect an erstwhile 
epenthetic glide. At least in two words, this correspondence continues PTpr/PCT *t > Proto-
Corumbiara *ts. One example is the word for ‘foot’, which has the shape pitso in Sakurabiat, 
but pio in Guaratira and Siokweriat (Galucio 2001: 19); the Tuparí cognate sito ‘foot’ shows that 
all these words continue PCT *bito (ultimately derived from PCT *bi < PTpr *mbi ‘foot’). Simi-
larly, Galucio (2011b:7, fn. 11) states that the 1INCL pronoun is kitse in Sakurabiat but okie in 
Guaratira and Siokweriat (< PTpr *kite). 

Now we turn to the environment *o,ɨ_V. We believe that such hiatuses were resolved in 
pre-Proto-Corumbiara by means of the insertion of *w (merging with PTpr/PCT *w), which 
yielded Mekéns/Akuntsú kʷ. Curiously enough, the Wayoró cognates of these words also have kʷ, 
which must be attributed to an independent innovation. The Tuparian etymologies which in-
stantiate pre-Proto-Corumbiara *w are shown in Table 13. 

 
PTpr gloss Wayoró Tuparí Mekéns Akuntsú Makurap 

*jo(ʔ)a brother 
(female ego) okʷa owá ~ oʔá okʷa okʷá cóa 

*joaC tail okʷaC oáC okʷaC okʷáC ɲẽ́T-coaC 

*oʔe78 to wash okʷ-á oʔé okʷ-a õkʷ-a ó-a 

*ɨa:C tapir ʉkʷa:C — ɨkʷa:C ɨkʷáC ɨáC 

Table 13. Pre-Proto-Corumbiara *w > Mekéns/Akuntsú kʷ 

                                                   
76 The forms kitse and kieka are cited after Galucio et al. (2015: 250); we would expect kitse to be from the Saku-

rabiat dialect and kieka from the Guaratira dialect. Siokweriat [gɨe] is cited after Áragon (2014: 310); we would ex-
pect it to be kie. 

77 The Wayoró reflex is from Galucio et al. (2015: 274), where it is given as mbiɾija, mbiɾiʤa (with a transitional 
j /ɲ/). The expected reflex in Akuntsú would contain a /p/ and not a /b/; in fact, Galucio et al. (2015: 274) do give 
Akuntsú piɾita (in our transcription, pirita), but our primary source has biritá (Aragon 2014: 109). 

78 The stem without the thematic vowel is attested only in Tuparí. Braga (2005: 196) gives the stem without 
the thematic vowel as oP, but it is not attested in any linguistic example and does not match the Tuparí form. 
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Even though only one example is known for the environment *ɨ_V, the *w-epenthesis 
must have been regular. No reflexes of PTpr *ɨaT ‘grass, lawn’ (> Tuparí ʉáT ‘lawn’, Makurap 
ɨaT ‘grass’) are attested in Wayoró or in the Corumbiara languages (we would expect them to 
have the shape *ʉkʷaT in Wayoró and *ɨkʷaT in Mekéns/Akuntsú). The correspondence 
between Wayoró ʉβekoːP, Akuntsú ɨekó, Mekéns ɨeko, and Makurap ɨ́éko, all meaning ‘king 
vulture’, appears to be, therefore, irregular (especially regarding the Wayoró form), suggesting 
that this word has been diffused via horizontal transmission in the region. 

4. Evolution in the daughter languages 

In this section, we outline the evolution of the consonantal onsets of Proto-Tuparian in the 
daughter languages (except those which arose from erstwhile codas via resyllabification). 

 
Proto-Tuparian to Makurap. The evolution of the Proto-Tuparian onsets in Makurap in-

volves as few as four innovations: (i) fortition of the approximants *β and *j to Mak p, c (3.1); 
(ii) loss of the velar articulation in *w, which became Mak β/m (as per nasality of the nucleus); 
(iii) fronting of *c into Mak t; (iv) consonantization of the prevocalic instances of *i into ndʒ/ɲ 
(as per nasality of the nucleus), as in the third person prefix *i- (3.2). Note that PTpr *ɲ re-
mained in Makurap as ɲ, but its phonological status appears to have changed: it is analyzed as 
the nasal allophone of */j/ in Proto-Tuparian, but as the nasal allophone of */ɲ/ in Makurap due 
to the influx of ndʒ (from earlier *i before vowels). This is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Evolution of the Proto-Tuparian onsets in Makurap 

 
Proto-Tuparian to Proto-Core Tuparian. The Proto-Tuparian onsets have evolved in the 

following way in Proto-Core Tuparian: (i) the postoralized allophones of PTpr underlying na-
sal stops (*mb /m/, *nd /n/, *ŋg /ŋ/) lose their nasal phase and become PCT *b, *d, *g (3.3); (ii) 
PTpr *p and *t nasalize to PCT *m and *n preceding nasal nuclei; (iii) *j dentalizes to PCT *ð 
(3.1); (iv) in some polysyllabic relational stems, the stem-initial */j/ disappears; (v) the prevo-
calic instances of *i consonantize to j/ɲ (as per nasality of the nucleus), as in the third person 
prefix *i- (3.2); (vi) *w loses its labial articulation preceding rounded vowels and becomes *ɣ 
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(phonologically, still an allophone of */w/). Note that in PCT the voiced stops *b and *d oc-
curred in oral environments only and were thus in a complementary distribution with PCT *m 
and *n. We tentatively analyze PCT *b/*m and *d/*n as allophones of underlying */b/ and */d/ 
conditioned by the nasality of the nucleus, but other solutions cannot be at present ruled out. 
The evolution of the Proto-Tuparian onsets in Proto-Core Tuparian is schematized in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Evolution of the Proto-Tuparian onsets in Core Tuparian 

 
Proto-Core Tuparian to Wayoró. For an accurate description of the evolution of the PCT 

onsets in Wayoró, it is useful to distinguish between two chronological stages, which we dub 
pre-Wayoró and Wayoró. In pre-Wayoró, PCT *b, *d, and *g were lenited to *β, *ð, and *ɣ, thus 
merging with pre-existing PCT *β, *ð, and *ɣ (3.3). Note that *ɣ is analyzed as an allophone of 
*/w/ in PCT, where its occurrence was conditioned by a following rounded vowel. In pre-
Wayoró, however, */ɣ/ and */w/ are contrastive thanks to the influx of *ɣ < PCT *g (compare 
pre-Wayoró *weP- ‘to climb’ and *ɣe ‘garden’). Another minor source of pre-Wayoró *β is PCT 
*o before vowels (notably in the 1SG prefix *o-; 3.2). 

After the completion of these processes, the approximant-rich sound system of pre-
Wayoró suffered further changes. Namely, pre-Wayoró *β, *ð, *j, *ɣ, *w were fortitioned to mb, 
nd, ndʒ, ŋg, ŋgʷ in oral environments and to m, ŋ, ŋʷ in nasal environments (no examples are 
available for pre-Wayoró *ð or *j in nasal environments); exceptionally, *-β- and *-j- between 
vowels yielded -β- and -dʒ- in modern Wayoró. Synchronically, Nogueira (2019) analyzes mb, 
nd, ndʒ, ŋg, ŋgʷ as allophones of underlying /m n ɲ ŋ ŋʷ/, which are thus derived via nasal 
shielding (Wetzels & Nevins 2018).79 
                                                   

79 Although we provisionally accept Nogueira’s (2019) analysis in this paper, there appear to be serious ar-
guments for alternatively analyzing Wayoró mb, nd, ndʒ, ŋg, ŋgʷ as allophones of voiced stops /b d dʒ g gʷ/ derived 
via nasal venting (Wetzels & Nevins 2018). Note that mb, ndʒ, ŋg, and ŋgʷ may only occur word-initially and after 
nasal vowels; between oral vowels, [β dʒ g gʷ] occur (Nogueira 2019: 8, 62, fn. 1). This distribution matches per-
fectly all four predictions made by Wetzels & Nevins (2018:  842) for nasal venting, including (i) the absence of 
prenasalized voiceless consonants; (ii) the absence of prenasalized fricatives; (iii) the decreasing susceptibility of 
consonants to nasal venting as one moves from velars to labials (as in pre-Wayoró *aɣʉP ‘louse’, *ewiT ‘honey’, *eðʉ 
‘marico bag’ > ãŋgʉP, ẽŋgʷiT, endʉ, but *aβi ‘seed’ > aβi); and (iv) greater prominence of the nasal venting in prosodic 
domain-initial position as compared to the intervocalic position (compare *βo ‘hand’ > mbo, but *o-βo ‘my hand’ > 
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The epenthesis of kʷ in the environment o,ʉ_V must have proceeded through the stage 
*owV/*ʉwV; that way, a glide was inserted and subsequently fortitioned. Both processes must 
have applied after the sound change *w > ŋ(g)ʷ, because otherwise we would expect tokens 
such as PTpr *ɨaːC > pre-Wayoró *ʉaːC ‘tapir’ to have participated in them, yielding *ʉwaːC > 
*ʉŋ̃gʷaːC (rather than the attested ʉkʷaːC). 

Finally, the change from PCT *c to Wayoró tʃ has not involved any phoneme splits or 
mergers and cannot be straightforwardly attributed to any specific chronological level. In 
fact, it is not even clear whether any sound change has been involved at all, because almost 
nothing is known about the articulation of PTpr/PCT *c other than that it was a voiceless 
coronal segment capable of changing to t, tʃ, or ∅. In Figure 3 below, it has been provisionally 
attributed to the pre-Wayoró stage, but it should be kept in mind that other scenarios are 
also possible. 

 

 
Figure 3. Evolution of the Proto-Core Tuparian onsets in Wayoró 

 
Proto-Core Tuparian to Tuparí. The phonological history of Tuparí is characterized by 

multiple mergers, which resulted in the loss of the original voice distinctions reconstructed for 
Proto-Core Tuparian, as well as by a number of palatalization processes. A full list of the in-
novations we could identify follows: (i) mergers of *p/*b/*β > *p, *t/*d > *t, *k/*g > *k (3.1, 3.3); 
(ii) *p is palatalized before i to -Ps- (between vowels) or s- (elsewhere); (iii) *t is palatalized to s 
                                                                                                                                                                         
o-βo). Future studies in Wayoró phonology should determine whether it is possible to posit the phonemes /b d dʒ 
g gʷ/ for the language instead of /m n ɲ ŋ ŋʷ β/. 
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before i/ʉ; (iv) *j is fortitioned to s (3.2) but its nasal counterpart ɲ stays except before ĩ, where 
it is deleted (3.1); (v) *ð is debuccalized to h word-initially and disappears between vowels (3.1); 
(vi) *ɣ (an allophone of PCT */w/) is deleted (3.1); (vii) *c is deleted at least between vowels; 
(viii) PCT *o is consonantized to w before unrounded vowels and fuses with following 
rounded vowels yielding long vowels (notably in the 1SG prefix *o-; 3.2). This is schematized in 
Figure 4 below. 

  

 
Figure 4. Evolution of the Proto-Core Tuparian onsets in Tuparí 

 
Proto-Core Tuparian to Mekéns/Akuntsú. It is convenient to present the evolution of the 

Proto-Core Tuparian onsets in the Corumbiara languages Mekéns and Akuntsú by dividing 
the phonological history of these languages into two stages. At stage 1, a chain shift affects the 
voiced oral segments of PCT: the approximants *β, *ð, *ɣ, *w become voiced stops (*b, *d, *g, 
*gʷ; 3.1), whereas the PCT voiced stops lose voice (*b, *d, *g > *p, *t, *k; 3.3). These processes are 
also fed by the glide insertion (PCT *i_V, *o/ɨ_V > *ijV, *o/ɨwV; 3.4). At stage 2, *t becomes an af-
fricate (Proto-Corumbiara *ts > Mek ts, Aku tʃ). Innovative Proto-Corumbiara *t (> Mek/Aku t) 
comes from two sources: fronting of *c > *t and devoicing of *d/*g/*gʷ > *t/*k/*kʷ. The latter 
process occurred in all Corumbiara varieties, with the proviso that in the history of the Saku-
rabiat dialect it was bled by the nasalization of voiced stops in nasal environments (as in 
*bãkɨ̃ɲã, *gʷãẽ, *gõ > mãkɨ̃ɲã ‘agouti’, ŋʷãẽ ‘pot’, ŋõ ‘pet’; *d is not known to have occurred in na-
sal environments). In other dialects of Mekéns and in Akuntsú, there was no nasalization of 
voiced stops, and the devoicing of *d/*g/*gʷ applied categorically. 

Fortition and devoicing also affected pre-Proto-Corumbiara *j, which yielded ts in Saku-
rabiat and t in Akuntsú. Based on these reflexes, one could be tempted to reconstruct Proto-
Corumbiara *ɟ, which would have been subsequently devoiced to *c > Sak ts, Aku t. However, 
the fact that the Guaratira and Siokweriat dialects of Mekéns have ∅ corresponding to Sak ts, 
Aku t in the environment i_V, implies that the fortition of *j must have occurred only recently 
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in the history of the Corumbiara languages: while the sound change *ijV > iV is easily conceiv-
able, it would be more difficult to account for a sound change such as *icV, *iɟV, or *itsV > iV. 
A detailed reconstruction of the evolution of *j in the Corumbiara languages awaits further in-
vestigation. 

Figure 5 summarizes our proposal regarding the development of the PCT onsets in 
Mekéns and Akuntsú. 

 

 
Figure 5. Evolution of the Proto-Core Tuparian onsets in Mekéns and Akuntsú 

5. Conclusions 

This paper has advanced the reconstruction of the evolution of a number of Proto-Tuparian 
segments in daughter languages, with a focus on the Proto-Tuparian approximants as well as 
on sounds which went through an approximant stage at least in some Tuparian languages. 
Compared to earlier works on the historical phonology of this genetic unit, our proposal 
stands out in taking into account its subgrouping, thus allowing us to identify crucial innova-
tions restricted to specific clades (such as Core Tuparian and Corumbiara), as well is in con-
sidering important data sources which have become available only recently (notably Aragon 
2014; Singerman 2016, 2018; Nogueira 2019). 
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Future research on the historical phonology of Proto-Tuparian should address issues such 
as the evolution of the Proto-Tuparian glottal stop (which is known to frequently disappear in 
the daughter languages under unknown conditions), the coda resyllabification patterns, the 
reconstruction of vowel length in Proto-Tuparian, and the reconstruction of the Proto-
Tuparian prosody (which should minimally account for the contrastive stress in Tuparí and 
Akuntsú and for the tonal patterns of Makurap). 

It is hoped that this study will inform further comparative research of the entire Tupian 
family, and we believe that at least some of our results are of interest to the typology of sound 
change (cf. Blevins 2008) and phonological theory (cf. Wetzels & Nevins 2008). 

Abbreviations 

Aku = Akuntsú 
Gua = Guaratira 
Kup = Kupndiiriat 
Mak = Makurap 
Mek = Mekéns 
Ngw = Ngwayoroiat 
Sak = Sakurabiat 
Sio = Siokweriat 
Tup = Tuparí 
Way = Wayoró 
 

PCor = Proto-Corumbiara 
PCT = Proto-Core Tuparian 
PTG = Proto-Tupí-Guaraní 
PTpr = Proto-Tuparian 
PWT = Proto-Wayoró–Tuparí 
 

1/3 = first/third person 
CAUS = causative 
FOC = focus 
DIFF = diffuse locative 
INCL = inclusive 
LOC = locative 
NCRF = non-coreferential 
PL = plural 
POSS = possessed 
PST = past 
SG = singular 
TH = thematic vowel 
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А. Никулин, Р. Андради. Развитие и падение аппроксимантов в языках тупарийской 
группы 
 
В статье рассматривается развитие серии аппроксимантов в языках тупарийской груп-
пы (тупийская семья), изначально распространённых между средним течением реки 
Гуапоре́/Итен́ес и верховьями Маша́ду/Жи-Паранá (юг штата Рондония, Бразилия). 
Показано, что помимо исходной серии пратупарийских аппроксимантов (в нашей ре-
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конструкции, *β, *j и *w) в некоторых языках-потомках развились аппроксиманты и из 
других источников — из гласных ненижнего подъёма (*o/*i), посторализованных носо-
вых (*mb/*nd/*ŋg, через ступень *b/*d/*g) и глайдов, заполняющих зияние. Детально об-
суждается эволюция этих звуков; в частности, показывается, что во всех тупарийских 
языках хотя бы некоторые бывшие аппроксиманты подверглись фортиции. Особое 
внимание уделяется внутренней классификации тупарийской группы. 
 
Ключевые слова: тупарийская группа; тупийская семья; аппроксиманты; фортиция; 
сравнительно-исторический метод. 

 


